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Abstract
Motivated by the SOp3q Atiyah–Floer conjecture, we consider anti-self-dual instantons on two
types of noncompact four-manifolds: the product of the real line with a three-manifold having a
cylindrical end and the product of the complex plane with a compact surface. We prove a Gromov–
Uhlenbeck type compactness theorem, namely, any sequence of such instantons with uniform
energy bound has a subsequence converging to a type of singular objects which may have both
instanton and holomorphic curve components. This result is the first step towards constructing a
natural bounding cochain proposed by Fukaya for the SOp3q Atiyah–Floer conjecture.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The Atiyah–Floer conjecture. In 1980s Floer [Flo88a][Flo88b][Flo89] introduced
several important invariants of different types of geometric objects. These invariants are
now generally called the Floer homology. The Atiyah–Floer conjecture [Ati88] asserts that
two such invariants, the instanton Floer homology of a three-dimensional manifold and
the Lagrangian intersection Floer homology associated to a splitting of the three-manifold,
are isomorphic. This conjecture has become a central problem in the field of symplectic
geometry, gauge theory, and low-dimensional topology. The principle underlying the
Atiyah–Floer conjecture has also motivated a number of important constructions in
low-dimensional topology, such as the Heegaard–Floer homology [OS04]. There are two
principal versions of the Atiyah–Floer conjecture, the SUp2q case and the SOp3q case,
corresponding respectively to the two choices of the gauge group. Despite many progresses
made in recent years, the general cases of both versions are still open.
Let us briefly review the geometric picture behind the Atiyah–Floer conjecture. Let
M be a closed oriented three-manifold. Let Σ ĂM be an embedded surface separating
M into two pieces M´ and M` which share the common boundary Σ (see Figure 1.1).
Consider a G-bundle P Ñ M where G is either SUp2q or SOp3q. The moduli space of
flat connections on P |Σ, denoted by RΣ, is naturally a (singular) Ka¨hler manifold. Inside
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RΣ there are two Lagrangian submanifolds LM´ and LM` associated to the splitting,
i.e., the set of gauge equivalence classes of flat connections on Σ which can be extended
to a flat connection on P |M` resp. P |M´ . Given such a manifold M , the differential
map of the instanton Floer homology IpM,P q is defined by counting solutions to the
anti-self-dual equation (the ASD equation) on the product RˆM of the real line R and
M (see [Flo88a]). This equation depends the metric on M while the resulting homology
is independent of the metric. If one “stretches the neck,” namely one chooses a family of
metrics gT on M such that a fixed neighborhood of Σ is isometric to r´T, T s ˆ Σ, then
one expects that solutions to the ASD equation converge as T Ñ8 to holomorphic maps
u : r´1, 1s ˆR Ñ RΣ with boundary condition upt˘1u ˆRq Ă LM˘—the counting of
these holomorphic maps defines the differential map of the Lagrangian intersection Floer
chain complex with resulting homology group HF pLM´ , LM`q.
M− M+
Σ
M− M+
[−T, T ] × Σ
Figure 1.1. Splitting and neck-stretching along an embedded surface.
In this paper we only consider the SOp3q case of the Atiyah–Floer conjecture, which
has a crucial difference from the SUp2q case. When G “ SUp2q, the moduli space of flat
connections over a surface has singularities corresponding to reducible connections. This
fact makes the Lagrangian Floer homology HF pLM´ , LM`q difficult to define. One can
see [Weh05c, Weh05a, Weh05b] [SW08] [DF18] for progress towards the SUp2q case over
the past few decades. On the other hand, when G “ SOp3q, the moduli space of flat
connections on a nontrivial SOp3q-bundle over a surface is smooth. Consequently the
Lagrangian Floer homology can be defined in the traditional way and the corresponding
Atiyah–Floer conjecture has been proved in certain cases. For example, Dostoglou–
Salamon [DS94] proved the SOp3q case for mapping cylinders. Other progress has been
made through the works [Fuk98, Fuk].
Another issue in the study of the Atiyah–Floer conjecture is about the regularity
of the Lagrangian submanifolds, though from the symplectic side this issue is more or
less well-understood. Suppose G “ SOp3q when there is a smooth moduli space RΣ of
flat connections over the surface Σ. If both Lagrangians LM` and LM´ are embedded
and intersect transversely, then one can define HF pLM´ , LM`q in a standard way as in
[Flo88b] [Oh93a, Oh93b], as the two Lagrangians are both monotone. In general, however,
the natural maps LM˘ Ñ RΣ are not embeddings. After a generic perturbation, one can
only achieve immersions LM˘ í RΣ which satisfy the monotonicity condition in a weak
sense. In this situation we need to apply the more complicated construction of immersed
Lagrangian Floer homology developed by Akaho–Joyce [AJ10] with the appearance of
bounding cochains. In other words, one needs to correct the Lagrangian Floer chain
complex in order to match with the instanton Floer chain complex.
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The necessity of having a bounding cochain can also be seen via a closer look at the
neck-stretching process. As one stretches the neck, the energy of ASD instantons can be
distributed in three parts, RˆM´, RˆM`, and Rˆ r´T, T s ˆ Σ (corresponding to
the left, the right, and the middle parts of the second picture of Figure 1.1). The energy
stored on the left and on the right can form ASD instantons on RˆM8´ and RˆM8`,
where M8˘ is the completion of M˘ by adding the cylindrical end Σˆ r0,`8q. On the
other hand, the energy stored in the middle part produces holomorphic strips in RΣ as
predicted by the Atiyah–Floer conjecture. Hence a general limiting object could be a
complicated configuration having components corresponding to either instantons over
RˆM8˘ or holomorphic strips (see Figure 1.2); we ignore bubbling of instantons over R4,
instantons over C ˆ Σ, and holomorphic spheres, as they happen in high codimensions.
While in the case when LM˘ are immersed, instantons over RˆM˘ may give nontrivial
contributions which happen in codimension zero.
LM−LM+
u
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
Figure 1.2. A typical limiting configuration in the adiabatic limit: u
is a holomorphic strip in RΣ with boundary in LM´ and LM` , A1 and
A2 are ASD instantons over R ˆM8´, A3, A4, A5 are ASD instantons
over R ˆM8`. The limits of the instantons Ai are double points of the
Lagrangian immersions LM˘ .
The geometric picture discussed above suggests that in order to obtain a natural
isomorphism between the instanton Floer chain complex and the Lagrangian Floer chain
complex, one needs to count not only holomorphic strips bounding LM´ and LM` , but
also configurations containing both strips and ASD instantons over RˆM8˘. This more
complicated counting leads to a different Lagrangian Floer chain complex which we
referred to as a correction of the original complex. The correction can be interpreted
using the notion of bounding cochains. As introduced in [FOOO09], for any cochain model
chosen for the Lagrangian Floer theory (such as Morse cochains), a bounding cochain is a
cochain of odd degree which can cancel all contributions from bubbling off holomorphic
disks; these disk bubbles may obstructed d2 “ 0 in the original Floer chain complex.
In a symplectic manifold, if L´, L` are Lagrangian submanifolds, then a choice of a
pair of bounding cochains b´, b` leads to a deformed complex CF ppL´, b´q, pL`, b`qq.
The differential map of the deformed complex counts holomorphic strips with boundary
“insertions,” i.e., points on the two boundary components satisfying geometric constrains
prescribed by the cochains b´ and b` (see Figure 1.3). Moreover, different choices of
bounding cochains can give non-isomorphic homology groups.
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p q
b− b−
· · ·
b− b−
· · ·
b+ b+ b+
Figure 1.3. Counting holomorphic strips with boundary insertions lying
in constrains given by the bounding cochains.
The following conjecture summarizes the above discussion and motivates the work of
the current paper.
Conjecture 1.1. [Fuk18, Conjecture 6.7] Let M be a three-manifold with cylindrical end
isometric to Σˆ r0,`8q and let P ÑM be an SOp3q-bundle whose restriction to every
connected component of Σ is nontrivial. Let LM be the moduli space of (perturbed) flat
connections over M . Suppose the natural map LM Ñ RΣ is an immersion with transverse
double points. Then “counting” instantons on RˆM defines a bounding cochain
bM P CF pLM q.
of the A8-algebra associated to the immersed Lagrangian LM í RΣ.
Indeed, for the situation of immersed Lagrangians considered in [AJ10], the cochain
model has summands corresponding to the double points of the immersion. Hence a
priori a bounding cochain is in general a linear combination of ordinary cochains on
LM and double points of the immersion. As observed by Fukaya [Fuk18], due to certain
monotonicity, the bounding cochain bM in the above conjecture is expected to be a linear
combination of only double points.
A refined version of the SOp3q Atiyah–Floer conjecture can be stated as follows.
Conjecture 1.2 (The SOp3q Atiyah–Floer conjecture). For a suitable closed three-
manifold M with certain splitting M “M´ Y
Σ
M`, there is a natural isomorphism
IpM,P q – HF ppLM´ , bM´q, pLM` , bM`qq. (1.1)
Remark 1.3. There is an alternate strategy of proving the existence of a bounding cochain
sketched in [Fuk] and [Fuk18]. Instead of considering instantons over RˆM where M
has a cylindrical end, Fukaya considers the ASD equation over R ˆM0 where M0 is
the corresponding manifold with boundary, imposing the boundary condition given by
a testing Lagrangian L Ă RΣ. The advantage of Fukaya’s approach is that it can avoid
certain difficult analysis associated to the ASD equation on R ˆM , while a simpler
moduli space is enough to produce a chain map. However, this approach lacks a direct
comparison between the moduli space of instantons and moduli space of holomorphic strips
as indicated by the straightforward neck-stretching argument. Such a comparison between
moduli spaces can be useful in establishing relations between more refined invariants. The
method of considering ASD equation with Lagrangian boundary conditions are also used
for the SUp2q case by Salamon–Wehrheim (see [SW08]) and Daemi–Fukaya (see [DF18]).
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1.2. Main results of this paper. The purpose of this paper is to take the first step
towards the resolution of Conjecture 1.1, namely, proving the compactness of the moduli
space of ASD instantons over RˆM where M is a three-manifold with cylindrical end.
More precisely, given a sequence of ASD instantons Ai over R ˆ M with uniformly
bounded energy, we study the possible limiting configurations as i Ñ 8. There are
several phenomena preventing Ai from converging to an ASD instanton. (i) As in the
usual situation of the ASD equation, energy may concentrate in small scales and bubble
off instantons on R4. (ii) Since R ˆM is noncompact, the energy may concentrate at
different regions of the same scale which move apart from each other. This is similar to
the situation in Morse theory, where a sequence of gradient lines converges to a broken
gradient line. There can also be instantons over C ˆ Σ appearing as energy may escape
in the noncompact direction of M . (iii) A nontrivial amount of energy may escape from
any finite region of R ˆM and spread over larger and larger domains; after rescaling
such energy form either holomorphic spheres or holomorphic disks in RΣ. The general
situation would be a combination of all these three phenomena.
One can see that the limiting configurations are very similar to objects appearing in
the adiabatic limit of the symplectic vortex equation (see [GS05] and [Zil05, Zil14] for
the closed case and [WX17] [WX] for the case with Lagrangian boundary condition).
Combinatorially these objects are also similar to certain objects appearing in the compact-
ification of pseudoholomorphic quilts studied by [WW15] and [BW18]. To describe such
limiting objects, we need to define certain singular configurations which have components
corresponding to energy concentrations in different scales (see [WX17, Section 4] and
Section 6 of the current paper). Having this picture in mind, in this paper we define the
notion of stable scaled instantons (see Definition 6.2) as expected limiting objects, and a
Gromov–Uhlenbeck type convergence (see Definition 6.3). Then we can state our main
theorem as follows.
Theorem 1.4. Let M be a three-manifold with cylindrical end and P ÑM be an SOp3q-
bundle. Suppose pM,P q satisfies assumptions of Conjecture 1.1. Then given a sequence
of anti-self-dual SOp3q instantons on Rˆ P Ñ RˆM with uniformly bounded energy,
there is a subsequence which converges modulo gauge transformation and translation to a
stable scaled instanton (in the sense of Definition 6.3).
Using the same method and more simplified argument, one can also prove a counterpart
for instantons over C ˆ Σ.
Theorem 1.5. Let Σ be a compact Riemann surface (not necessarily connected) and
Q Ñ Σ be an SOp3q-bundle which is nontrivial over every connected component of Σ.
Then given a sequence of anti-self-dual instantons on C ˆ Q Ñ C ˆ Σ with uniformly
bounded energy, there is a subsequence which converges modulo gauge transformation and
translation to a stable scaled instanton.
From the argument of proving the above two compactness theorems it is relatively
easier to prove a compactness theorem for the adiabatic limit associated to neck-stretching.
This extension is left to interesting readers.
We remark that certain compactness problems in gauge theory with respect to adiabatic
limit or neck-stretching which are of similar nature have been considered by other people,
for example Chen [Che98] and Duncan [Dun13]. Compare to their works, one of the
contribution of the current paper is to define the correct notion of singular configurations
that may appear in the limit.
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2. Preliminaries
In this paper we study gauge theory for a smooth SOp3q-bundles P Ñ U where U is
some smooth manifold of dimension at most four. As in the usual treatment of SOp3q-
gauge theory, we modify the definition of gauge transformations. The conjugation of
SOp3q can be extended to an SOp3q-action on SUp2q. A gauge transformation on P is
regarded as SUp2q-valued, i.e., a map g : P Ñ SUp2q satisfying
gpphq “ h´1gppqh, @h P SOp3q, p P P.
Notice that the adjoint action of SOp3q on sop3q can be lifted to an action of SUp2q.
Therefore such SUp2q-valued gauge transformations acts on SOp3q-connections in the
usual way. Let ApP q be the space of smooth connections on P and GpP q the space of
smooth gauge transformations. The gauge equivalence class of a connection A P ApP q is
usually denoted by rAs.
In this paper, when there is no extra explanation, the sequential convergence of smooth
objects are always regarded as convergence in the C8loc-topology.
2.1. Chern–Simons functional and the anti-self-dual equation.
2.1.1. The Chern–Simons functional. The instanton Floer cochain complex can be formally
viewed as the Morse cochain complex for the Chern–Simons functional. Let M be a
smooth oriented four-manifold. Let P ÑM be a smooth SOp3q-bundle. By Chern–Weil
theory the Pontryagin class can be represented by the differential form
p1pAq “ ´ 1
8pi2
trpFA ^ FAq P Ω4pMq
for any smooth connection A on P . When M is closed, the integral of this differential
form is an integer and is a topological invariant. On the other hand, suppose M has a
nonempty boundary BM –M where M inherits a natural orientation. Denote P “ P |M .
Then for any smooth connection A P ApP q, for any smooth extension A of A to the
interior, the Chern–Weil integral
1
2
ż
M
trpFA ^ FAq P R
only depends on the gauge equivalence class of A. This is called the Chern–Simons
functional, denoted by
CSP : ApP q{GpP q Ñ R.
Often we will omit the dependence on the bundle P from the notation. When M
has several connected components M1, . . . ,Mk and rA1s, . . . , rAks are the restrictions of
rAs P ApP q{GpP q to these components, we denote this action by
CS prA1s, . . . , rAksq.
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In particular, for a three-manifold N with an SOp3q-bundle P Ñ N , for a reference
connection A0 and any A P ApP q, denote the relative Chern–Simons action of A to be
CS relrA0sprAsq “ CS prA0s, rAsq
where P “ r0, 1s ˆP is the product bundle over r0, 1s ˆN . When A0 is flat, the action is
equal toż
M
tr
”1
2
dA0pA´A0q ^ pA´A0q ` 13pA´A0q ^ pA´A0q ^ pA´A0q
ı
. (2.1)
This coincides with the classical expression of the Chern–Simons functional.
The Chern–Simons functional can be viewed as a multivalued function on the space of
connections on the three-manifold. For each A P ApP q and a deformation α P Ω1padP q,
one has
DACS pαq “
ż
M
trpFA ^ αq.
Hence critical points of the Chern–Simons functional are flat connections.
2.1.2. The anti-self-dual equation. Suppose M is equipped with a Riemannian metric.
A connection A P ApP q is called an anti-self-dual connection (ASD connection for
short1) if
FA `ˇFA “ 0 P Ω2pM , adP q.
Here FA is the curvature of A and ˇ is the Hodge start operator on differential forms
on M . When M is noncompact, we also impose the finite energy condition. Choose
a bi-invariant inner product on sop3q which induces a metric on adP . Then define the
Yang–Mills functional, also called the energy, of a connection A by
EpAq :“ 1
2
ż
M
|FA|2.
We always assume that ASD connections over M have finite energy.
A particular case is when M “ R4 which is equipped with the standard Euclidean
metric. We call an ASD connection over R4 an R4-instanton.
The ASD equation can be viewed as the gradient flow equation of the Chern–Simons
functional. A direct consequence of this perspective is the following energy identity.
Lemma 2.1. Let M be a compact oriented four-manifold with boundary and P ÑM be
an SOp3q-bundle. Then for any Riemannian metric on M and any ASD connection on
P with respect to this metric, one has
EpAq “ CS prA|BM sq.
2.1.3. Convergence and compactness. We discuss the topology of the space of connections
and recall the celebrated Uhlenbeck compactness theorem. Let M be a manifold and
P ÑM be a principal bundle. The convergence of smooth SOp3q-connections Ai P ApP q
towards a limit A8 P ApP q (in the C8loc topology) means for any precompact open subset
K Ă M , Ai|K converges uniformly with all derivatives to A8|K . We define the more
general notion of convergence in the Uhlenbeck sense. Let M be a complete Riemannian
four-manifold with bounded geometry. Let Mi ĂM be an exhausting sequence of open
subsets, meaning that every compact subset of M is contained in Mi for sufficiently large
i. Let Pi ÑMi be SOp3q-bundles and Ai P ApPiq be a sequence of ASD connections on
1When the domain is R4 or one of the two types of noncompact domains we are considering in this
paper, we call an ASD connection an ASD instanton.
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Pi. Let P8 ÑM be an SOp3q-bundle and A8 P ApP8q be an ASD connection on P .
Let m8 be a positive measure on M supported at finitely many points.
Definition 2.2. We say that Ai converges to pA8,m8q in the Uhlenbeck sense if
(a) the sequence of functions |FAi |2 converge as measures to |FA8 |2 ` 2m8, and
(b) there are bundle isomorphisms ρi : P8 Ñ Pi over Mi r Suppm8 such that ρi˚Ai
converges to A8.
This notion of convergence is independent of the choices of representatives in their
gauge equivalence classes. Therefore if Ai and pA8,m8q satisfy conditions of Definition
2.2, we will say that rAis converges to prA8s,m8q in the Uhlenbeck sense. Further, the
measure m8 in the limit, called the bubbling measure, is nonzero at x PM if and
only if a nontrivial R4-instanton bubbles off in the limit. We know that the masses of m8
are in 4pi2Z`. The convergence implies the following energy identity: for any compact
subset K ĂM containing the support of m8, there holds
lim
iÑ8EpAi;Kq “ EpA8;Kq `
ż
K
m8.
We summarize the celebrated Uhlenbeck compactness theorem as follows.
Theorem 2.3. [DK90] Let M , Mi, Pi, Ai be as above. Suppose the energy of Ai is
uniformly bounded from above, i.e,
lim sup
iÑ8
EpAiq ă `8.
Then there exist a subsequence (still indexed by i ), a positive measure m8 on M with
finite support, an SOp3q-bundle P8 ÑM , and an ASD connection A8 P ApP8q, such
that Ai converges to pA8,m8q in the Uhlenbeck sense. In particular, there is a positive
constant  ą 0 with the following property: if EpAiq ď , then a subsequence of Ai
converges to a limiting ASD connection A8 without bubbling.
2.2. Dimensional reduction and the vortex equation. The Atiyah–Floer conjecture
can be regarded as an effect of the reduction from 4D gauge theory to 2D sigma model
observed by physicists [BJSV95]. Consider the special case that M “ S ˆΣ where S and
Σ are oriented surfaces, equipped with a product metric. We assume for simplicity that S
is an open subset of either the complex plane C or the upper half plane H , in which cases
S is equipped with the standard holomorphic coordinate z “ s` it and the standard flat
metric. Let QÑ Σ be an SOp3q-bundle and P “ S ˆQÑM be the pullback of Q via
the projection M Ñ Σ. Then we can write a connection A P ApP q as
A “ dS ` φds` ψdt`B,
where dS is the exterior differential in S, B : S Ñ ApQq is a smooth map, and
φ, ψ P Ω0pS ˆ Σ, adQq.
We identify A with the triple pB,φ, ψq.
Now we look at the ASD equation with respect to the product metric. Introduce
As “ BsB ´ dBφ, At “ BtB ´ dBψ. (2.2)
and
κA “ Bsψ ´ Btφ` rφ, ψs, µA “ FB. (2.3)
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Then with respect to the product metric, the ASD equation can be written in the local
form
As ` ˚At “ 0, κA ` ˚µA “ 0. (2.4)
Here ˚ is the Hodge star on Σ.
Remark 2.4. The equation (2.4) can be viewed as an infinite dimensional version of the
symplectic vortex equation introduced by Cieliebak–Gaio–Salamon [CGS00] and Mundet
[Mun99, Mun03]. Indeed this perspective is the motivation of [CGS00] to propose the
symplectic vortex equation.
2.3. Holomorphic curves. We recall a few basic facts about pseudoholomorphic maps
from Riemann surfaces to almost complex manifolds. In this subsection, pX, Jq always
denotes a compact almost complex manifold. We fix a Riemannian metric h on X. Let
S be a smooth Riemann surface with possibly nonempty boundary. A J-holomorphic
map from S to X is a continuous map u : S Ñ X which is smooth in the interior and
satisfies the Cauchy–Riemann equation
BJu :“ 1
2
ˆBu
Bs ` J
Bu
Bt
˙
dz¯ “ 0.
Here z “ s` it is a local holomorphic coordinate on S. In most cases considered in this
paper, S is an open subset of either the complex plane C or the upper half plane H . The
energy of u is
Epu;Sq :“ 1
2
}du}L2pSq “ 12
ż
S
|du|2hdsdt.
When S is understood from the context, we abbreviate Epu;Sq by Epuq.
2.3.1. Compactness. We would like to define the notion of convergence of J-holomorphic
maps over a bordered surface without any appropriate boundary condition. Let S ĂH
be an open subset and Si Ă S be an exhausting sequence of open subsets.
Definition 2.5. Let ui : Si Ñ X be a sequence of J-holomorphic maps. Let u8 : S Ñ X
be another J-holomorphic map. Then we say that ui converges to u8 if ui converges to
u8 in C0locpSq X C8locpS X IntHq.
Now we recall a compactness result about holomorphic maps on bordered surfaces
without imposing a boundary condition and give a proof.
Proposition 2.6. Let ui : Si Ñ X be a sequence of J-holomorphic maps with
lim sup
iÑ8
Epui;Siq ă `8.
(a) Assume there is no energy concentration in the interior, namely, for all z P
S X IntH, one has
lim
rÑ0 lim supiÑ8
Epui;Brpzq X Siq “ 0. (2.5)
Then there exist a subsequence (still indexed by i) and a holomorphic map u8 :
S X IntH Ñ X such that ui converges to u8 in C8locpS X IntHq.
(b) In addition, if for each z P BS there holds
lim
rÑ0 lim supiÑ8
diampuipBr` pzq X Siqq “ 0, (2.6)
then the limit u8 extends continuously to S X BH and ui converges to u8 in the
sense of Definition 2.5.
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Proof. Part (a) is the classical Gromov compactness result (see for example [MS04] [IS00]).
For part (b), we first show that u8 has limits at all boundary points. Choose z P BS. By
(2.6), for all  ą 0, there exists an r ą 0 such that
lim sup
iÑ8
diampuipBr` pzqqq ă .
Then for sufficiently large i, for all z1, z2 P Br` pzq X S X IntH, there holds
dpuipz1q, uipz2qq ă .
Since uipz1q Ñ u8pz1q and uipz2q Ñ u8pz2q as iÑ8. It implies that
z1, z2 P Br` pzq ùñ dpu8pz1q, u8pz2qq ă .
Hence u8 has limits at all boundary points. It is a similar argument to show that the
boundary limits define a continuous extension of u8 and ui converges to u8 in C0locpSq.
We leave the details to the reader. 
2.3.2. Immersed Lagrangian boundary condition. We recall basic notions of pseudoholo-
morphic curves with an immersed Lagrangian boundary condition. We fix a compact
symplectic manifold pX,ωq. A Lagrangian immersion is a smooth immersion ι : LíM
such that ι˚ω “ 0 and such that dimX “ 2dimL. We assume L is compact. We assume
that L only has transverse double points. Namely, the map
pι, ιq : Lˆ LÑM ˆM
is transverse to the diagonal ∆M ĂM ˆM away from the diagonal ∆L Ă Lˆ L. The
compactness of L implies that there are finitely many double points of ιpLq, each of
which has exactly two preimages pp, qq, pq, pq P Lˆ Lr∆L. Elements of the set
RL :“ tpp, qq P Lˆ L | ιppq “ ιpqq, p ‰ qu.
are called ordered double points.
Now we define the notion of holomorphic curves with boundary lying in the immersed
Lagrangian. One can see that this notion coincides with that in [AJ10] after ordering the
set of marked points W . Fix an ω-tamed almost complex structure J on pX,ωq, namely
ξ ÞÑ ωpξ, Jξq ą 0, @ξ P TX, ξ ‰ 0.
The symplectic form ω and the almost complex structure J determines a metric
gpξ, ξ1q :“ 1
2
`
ωpξ, Jξ1q ` ωpξ1, Jξq˘ .
We also assume that L is totally real with respect to J , namely, for every x P L,
TιpxqX “ dιpTxLq ‘ JdιpTxLq.
Definition 2.7. (cf. [AJ10, Definition 4.2]) Let S be a Riemann surface with possibly
nonempty boundary. A marked J-holomorphic map from S to X with boundary in
ιpLq is a quadruple
u “ pu,W, γq
where u : S Ñ X is a J-holomorphic map with upBSq Ă ιpLq, W Ă S is a finite subset,
and γ : BS rW Ñ L is a smooth map, satisfying the following boundary condition:
u|BSrW “ ι ˝ γ.
Given such a marked J-holomorphic map, for each w PW , there is a local holomorphic
coordinate chart Uw – φwpUwq ĂH. The boundary condition implies that the limit
evwpuq :“ p lim
sÑ0´ γpφ
´1
w psqq, lim
sÑ0` γpφ
´1
w psqqq P ∆L YRL
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exists. We call this limit the evaluation of u at w. If evwpuq P RL, we call w a switching
point of u.
We also include a nontrivial Dirac measure in the datum of a holomoprhic curve.
If m : W Ñ R` is a function, regarded as a positive measure on S whose support is
contained in W , then we call the tuple
u˜ “ pu,W, γ,mq
a marked holomorphic curve with mass. When BS “ H, we simplify the notation
as u˜ “ pu,W,mq.
2.4. Three-manifolds with cylindrical ends. Now we introduce the basic geometric
objects we are going to consider in this paper. Let M0 be a connected, oriented three-
manifold with a nonempty and not necessarily connected boundary BM0 – Σ. Let M be
the completion, i.e., a three-manifold diffeomorphic to M0 Y Σˆ r0,`8q. Here the two
parts are glued along the common boundary. Then we always identify M0 with a closed
subset of M . Let P ÑM be an SOp3q-bundle. Let P0 ÑM0 be the restriction of P to
M0 ĂM and
QÑ Σ
be the restriction of P0 to Σ – BM0. Let LM be the moduli space of gauge equivalence
classes of flat connections on P0, i.e.,
LM :“
!
A P ApP0q | FA “ 0
)
{GpP0q.
Let RΣ be the moduli space of gauge equivalence classes of flat connections on Q, i.e.,
RΣ :“
!
B P ApQq | FB “ 0
)
{GpQq.
Both LM and RΣ have natural topology. There is a natural continuous map
ι : LM Ñ RΣ
induced by boundary restriction.
2.4.1. Transversality assumption. Now we consider moduli spaces of flat connections on
M and Σ. We impose certain extra conditions to guarantee that these moduli spaces are
smooth. For any flat connection A P ApP0q, the covariant derivative dA makes adP0 a
flat bundle with a twisted de Rham complex
0 // Ω0pM0, adP0q dA // Ω1pM0, adP0q dA // Ω2pM0, adP0q dA // Ω3pM0, adP0q // 0.
Similarly, when B is a flat connection on Q, there is a complex
0 // Ω0pΣ, adQq dB // Ω1pΣ, adQq dB // Ω2pΣ, adQq // 0.
When A|Σ “ B, one can form the relative complex with
ΩkrelpadP0q “ ΩkpM0, adP0q ‘ Ωk´1pΣ, adQq
and differential dA,B, which is defined as
dA,B
«
α
h
ff
“
«
dA 0
´r˚ dB
ff«
α
h
ff
.
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Here r˚ : ΩkpM0, adP0q Ñ ΩkpΣ, adQq is the pullback. Then there is a long exact sequence
(in real coefficients)
¨ ¨ ¨ // H0pdAq // H0pdBq // H1pdA,Bq // H1pdAq // H1pdBq // ¨ ¨ ¨
We assume the following conditions throughout this paper.
Hypothesis 2.8.
(a) For any flat connection B on Q, H0pdBq‘H2pdBq vanishes. This implies that RΣ
is a smooth manifold with
dimRΣ “ ´3χpΣq.
(b) For any flat connection A on P0, the operator dA : Ω
1pM0, adP0q Ñ Ω2pM0, adP0q
is surjective. This implies that the moduli space LM of flat connections on P is
smooth and
dimLM “ ´3
2
χpΣq.
(c) For any flat connection A on P0 whose boundary restriction is B, the map
H1pdAq Ñ H1pdBq is injective. This implies that the natural map LM Ñ RΣ is
an immersion.
(d) The immersion ι : LM í RΣ has transverse double points.
Lemma 2.9. Item (a) of Hypothesis 2.8 holds if and only if Q is nontrivial over each
connected component of Σ. In this case Σ necessarily has an even number of connected
components.
Proof. If Q is trivial over some component Σi Ă Σ, then there exist reducible flat
connections, i.e., there are flat connections B P AflatpQq with H0pdBq ‰ 0. On the other
hand, one has the Poincare´ duality H2pdBq – H0pdBq. Hence (a) is equivalent to the
nontriviality of Q over each Σi.
To show that Σ has an even number of connected components, consider the exact
sequence in Z2 coefficients
¨ ¨ ¨ // H2pM0q // H2pBM0q // H3pM0, BM0q // ¨ ¨ ¨
It follows that the second Stiefel–Whitney class w2pQq, which is the image of w2pP q, is
sent to zero in H3pM0, BM0q – Z2. On the other hand, since Q is nontrivial over each
component Σi, w2pQq restricts to the generator of H2pΣi; Z2q, while each generator is
sent to the nonzero element of H3pM0, BM0q. Hence Σ has an even number of connected
components. 
Remark 2.10. In general Item (b), (c), and (d) of Hypothesis 2.8 do not hold. However,
one can perturb the Chern–Simons functional by the so-called holonomic perturbation
supported away from the cylindrical end, so that critical points of the Chern–Simons
functional (i.e., certain perturbed flat connection) are non-degenerate in the Bott sense.
Let LM still denote the moduli space of critical points of the perturbed Chern–Simons
functional.
Pairs of flat connections on the three-manifold with boundary M0 induce certain flat
connections on a closed three-manifold. Denote
N :“ N´ YNneck YN` :“M0 Y pr0, pis ˆ Σq YMop0 (2.7)
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Here Mop0 is a copy of M0 with the reversed orientation and we identify the common
boundaries of the two components via BM0 – t0u ˆ Σ, BMop0 – tpiu ˆ Σ. The bundle P0
can be glued similarly to give an SOp3q-bundle
PN :“ PN |N´ Y PN |Nneck Y PN |N` :“ P0 Y pr0, pis ˆQq Y P0.
Denote by
LN :“
 
A P ApPN q | FA “ 0
({GpPN q.
the moduli space of flat connections on PN . Then it is easy to see that under Hypothesis
2.8, there is a homeomorphism
pιˆ ιq´1p∆RΣq – LN . (2.8)
In particular, LN is a compact smooth manifold of varying dimensions. Components of
dimension ´32χpΣq corresponds to identical pairs of flat connections on P0 and components
of dimension zero corresponds to ordered double points of ι : LM í RΣ.
It is convenient to consider piecewise smooth connections on the closed three-manifold.
Define
Ap.s.pPN q :“ tpA´, A0, A`q P ApPN |N´\PN |Nneck\PN |N`q | pA´, A`q|BN´YBN` “ A0|BNnecku
whose elements are called piecewise smooth connections. Define the space of piecewise
smooth gauge transformations Gp.s.pPN q in a similar way. Then one has
LN –
 
A P Ap.s.pPN q | FA “ 0u{Gp.s.pPN q.
2.4.2. Sobolev space of connections. For the purpose of analysis, we introduce connections
with Sobolev regularities. Let U be any smooth manifold. Let p ě 2 and k ě 0 be
constants. Then for any smooth vector bundle E Ñ U , the space of sections of W k,ploc
regularity, denoted by W k,ploc pEq, is well-defined. If P Ñ U is a smooth G-bundle, then the
space of W k,ploc connections on P consists of connections A such that A´A0 PW k,ploc padP q
for any smooth connection A0 P ApP q. The space of W k,ploc gauge transformations on P
consists of gauge transformations g : P Ñ G such that g´10 g “ exph for some smooth
gauge transformation g0 and some h PW k,ploc padP q.
To define the Sobolev norms one needs to specify notions of derivatives. Let U and
E be equipped with metrics. Let ∇E be a connection on E. Then together with the
Levi–Civita connection on U , ∇E extends to a connection on tensor fields with coefficients
in E. Then for all s PW k,ploc pEq, define
}s}Wk,ppUq “
ÿ
lďk
}p∇Eqls}LppUq.
Let W k,ppEq ĂW k,ploc pEq be the subset of sections whose norms defined above are finite.
When U is compact, W k,ppUq “W k,ploc pUq, though the norm depends on choices of metrics
and the connection.
From now on, U will be a two, three, or four-dimensional manifold, on which a
Riemannian metric will be endowed from the context. If A P Ak,plocpP q is a connection,
then A induces a connection on adP (not smooth), denoted by ∇A. Then the above
formula defines a Sobolev norm, which depends on A when k ě 1.
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2.4.3. Almost flat connections on M0. From now on we fix a smooth flat connection Aref
on P ÑM as a reference connection. By applying gauge transformations, we can arrange
that the restriction of Aref to the cylindrical end r0,`8q ˆ Σ is equal to d`Bref where
Bref is a flat connection on Q Ñ Σ. Then Aref (resp. Bref) induces the W k,p-norm on
sections of the adjoint bundle over M (resp. Σ) as well as the W k,p-metric on the space
of connections.
The following lemma shows that near an almost flat connection on the three-manifold
with boundary there is always a flat connection. It essentially follows from the transver-
sality assumption Hypothesis 2.8 and the implicit function theorem.
Lemma 2.11. Let p ě 2. There exist  “ p ą 0 and C “ Cp ą 0 satisfying the following
properties. Let A be a smooth connection on P0 “ P |M0 with
}FA}LppM0q ď .
Then there exists a flat connection A˚ on P0 of regularity W 1,p satisfying
}A´A˚}W 1,ppM0q ď C}FA}LppM0q.
Proof. Consider the space
W 1,pB pM0,Λ1 b adP0q “
!
α PW 1,ppM0, adP0q | ˚ α|BM0 “ 0
)
.
Consider the linear operator
DA : W
1,p
B pM0,Λ1 b adP0q Ñ LppM0,Λ1 b adP0q ‘ LppM0,Λ1 b adP0q
defined by DAα “ p˚dAα, dA ˚ αq. This is Fredholm with index ´32χpΣq. We claim that
there exist  “ p ą 0 and C “ Cp ą 0 such that when }FA}LppM0q ď , DA is surjective
and there is a right inverse QA with }QA} ď Cp. Suppose this is not the case, then
there exist a sequence of connections Ai with }FAi}Lp Ñ 0 but DAi is not surjective.
Then Uhlenbeck compactness in three dimensions implies that a subsequece converges
modulo gauge to a flat connection A8 on M0, and the convergence is weakly in W 1,p.
This implies that DAi converges to DA8 in operator norm. However, by Hypothesis 2.8,
DA8 is surjective as its kernel is the tangent space of LM at rA8s. This contradiction
means as long as }FA}Lp is sufficiently small, DA is surjective. Same argument further
guarantees the existence of a right inverse with bounded norm as LM is compact. Then
one can apply the implicit function theorem (see for example [MS04, Proposition A.3.4])
to find a nearby flat connection A˚ satisfying our requirement. 
Remark 2.12. Throughout this paper, we adopt the convention that C and  represent
constants which are allowed to vary in different context.
2.5. The representation variety. We look more carefully at the representation variety,
i.e., the moduli space of flat connections on QÑ Σ. The space ApQq of smooth connections
on Q is an affine space modelled on Ω1padQq. There is a symplectic form defined by
ωApQqpα, βq “
ż
Σ
trpα^ βq, α, β P Ω1padQq. (2.9)
One can define a compatible almost complex structure, i.e.,
JApQqα “ ˚α
where the Hodge star operator on 1-forms on Σ only depends on the complex structure.
ωApQq and JApQq make ApQq an (infinite dimensional) Ka¨hler manifold.
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The space of gauge transformations GpQq acts on ApQq through gauge transformations.
The action is Hamiltonian, with a moment map
µpBq “ ´FB P Ω2padQq –
´
LieGpQq
¯˚
The moduli space of flat connections on Q, defined as
RΣ :“ µ´1p0q{GpQq
is called in this paper the representation variety associated to Q. RΣ inherits a
Ka¨hler structure from the symplectic form ωApQq and the complex structure JApQq. The
associated Riemannian metric on RΣ is called the L
2-metric. It is standard knowledge
that the immersion ι : LM í RΣ is Lagrangian and totally real with respect to the Ka¨hler
structure of RΣ.
2.5.1. Projection onto the representation variety. We review the complexification of gauge
transformations on connections on Q (see also discussions in [Fuk98] [Dun13]). Take an
open subset U Ă Σ over which Q can be trivialized. Then we can write B P ApQq as
B “ d` β where β P Ω1pU, sop3qq – Ω1pU, sup2qq. Then B can be viewed as a connection
on a rank two complex vector bundle E Ñ U equipped with a Hermitian metric. A purely
imaginary gauge transformation on Q, written as
g “ eih, h : U Ñ sup2q
can be viewed as a change of metric on E. Then the Chern connection associated to this
new metric reads
g˚B “ d` e´ihBBeih ´ e´ihBBeih.
Here BB ` BB is the covariant derivative on E associated to B. This definition extends
globally to all sections h of adQ, and induces another SOp3q-connection on Q, denoted
by g˚B. The infinitesimal version of this action is
h ÞÑ ´ ˚ dBh.
We define certain neighborhoods of the space of flat connections. For p ą 1 and  ą 0,
define
A1,p pQq “
!
B P A1,ppQq | }FB}LppΣq ă 
)
and
A1,pflatpQq “
!
B P A1,ppQq | FB “ 0
)
.
By Hypothesis 2.8 one knows that for each B P A1,pflatpQq the Laplacian
∆B :“ dB˚dB ` dBdB˚ : W k,ppadQq ÑW k´2,ppadQq, k “ 0, 1,
is surjective. It is easy to see that in operator norm ∆B depends smoothly on B P A1,ppQq.
Hence when  is small enough, for all B P A1,p pQq, the operator ∆B is still surjective.
Then the space of dB-harmonic 1-forms
HB Ă TBA1,ppQq “W 1,ppΛ1 b adQq, B P A1,p pQq
has a constant dimension. One has the orthogonal projection
projB : W
1,ppΛ1 b adQq Ñ HB ĂW 1,ppΛ1 b adQq.
Lemma 2.13. The linear map projB extends to a bounded operator
projB : L
ppΛ1 b adQq Ñ LppΛ1 b adQq
and it depends smoothly on B P A1,p pQq for sufficiently small .
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Proof. For each ξ PW 1,ppΛ1 b adQq, the projection is defined by
ξ ÞÑ ξ ´ dBh1 ´ ˚dBh2 (2.10)
where h1 and h2 are solutions to
dB˚dBh
1 “ dB˚ξ, dB˚dBh2 “ ´ ˚ dBξ (2.11)
Since ∆B “ dB˚dB is invertible on zero forms and depends smoothly on B P A1,p pQq, we
see the maps
ξ ÞÑ h1 “ ∆´1B pdB˚ξq, ξ ÞÑ h2 “ ∆´1B p˚dBξq
depends smoothly on B. 
We would like to define another nonlinear map which we call the Narasimhan–Seshadri
map (see also [Dun13]) which assign to each almost flat connection on the surface to a
flat connection via a unique imaginary gauge transformation.
Lemma 2.14. Let p ą 1. There exist constants  “ p ą 0 and C “ Cp ą 0 satisfying
the following conditions. For each B P A1,p pQq, there exists a unique complex gauge
transformation of the form g “ eihB where hB PW 2,ppΣ, adQq such that g˚B P A1,pflatpQq.
Moreover, hB P W 2,ppΣ, adpQqq is a C1 function of B P A1,p pQq and there holds the
estimate
}hB}W 2,ppΣq ď C}FB}LppΣq. (2.12)
Proof. We use the implicit function theorem. Consider the map
W 2,ppΣ, adQq Q h ÞÑ Fg˚B P LppΣ, adQq
where g “ eih. Its linearization at h “ 0 is the linear operator
∆B :“ dB˚dB : W 2,ppΣ, adQq Ñ LppΣ, adQq.
This is a Fredholm operator of index zero. If B is flat, then Hypothesis 2.8 implies that
∆B is invertible. Since ∆B depends on B P A1,ppQq smoothly, and since RΣ is compact,
there is a constant C “ Cp ą 0 such that
}∆Bh}LppΣq ě 2C}h}W 2,ppΣq, @B P A1,pflatpQq.
Then when  is sufficiently small, by Uhlenbeck’s weak compactness, any B P A1,p pQq is
sufficiently close to a flat W 1,p-connection in the W 1,p-norm. It follows that
}∆Bh}LppΣq ě C}h}W 2,ppΣq, @B P A1,p pQq.
Then by applying the implicit function theorem (see for example [MS04, Proposition
A.3.4]), one obtains the unique hB satisfying (2.12). The C
1-dependence of hB on B is
also a consequence of the implicit function theorem. 
Definition 2.15. Let p ą 1 and p be the one in Lemma 2.14. Define the Narasimhan–
Seshadri map
NS p : A1,pp pQq Ñ A1,pflatpQq (2.13)
by
NS ppBq “ peihB q˚B.
Corollary 2.16. (cf. [Dun] [Dun13]) The Narasimhan–Seshadri maps (for different p’s)
satisfy the following properties.
(a) The map NS p : A1,pp pQq Ñ A1,pflatpQq is gauge equivariant and continuously differ-
entiable.
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(b) For different p, p1, NS p agrees with NS p1 over the intersection of their domains.
(c) The linearization of NS p, which is a map
DNS p : A1,pp pQq ˆW 1,ppΛ1 b adQq ÑW 1,ppΛ1 b adQq
extends to a continuous map
DNS p : A1,pp pQq Ñ EndpLppΛ1 b adQqq.
Proof. For item (a), the continuous differentiability follows from Lemma 2.14. The
gauge equivariance follows from the construction. Item (b) also follows directly from the
construction. For item (c), consider the map
F : A1,pp pQq ˆW 2,ppadQq Ñ LppadQq
defined by
FpB, hq ÞÑ ˚Fpeihq˚B.
Then hB is the unique solution to FpB, hq “ 0. Moreover, there holds
BF
BB `
BF
Bh
BhB
BB “ 0.
The partial derivative BF{Bh is a second order operator on h, which, as an invertible
linear differential operator from W 2,p to Lp, depends on B continuously. Hence it extends
to an invertible operator from W 1,p to W´1,p depending on B continuously. The partial
derivative BF{BB also depends continuously on B and is a first order operator. Then
BhB{BB as an operator from Lp to W 1,p, depends on B continuously. Since peihB q˚B
takes one derivative on hB, we prove item (c). 
We know that each flat connection in A1,pflatpQq is gauge equivalent via a gauge transfor-
mation of class W 2,p to a smooth flat connection. Then there is a homeomorphism
A1,pflatpQq{G2,ppQq – RΣ.
The composition of NS p with the projection A1,pflatpQq Ñ RΣ is denoted by
NS p : A1,pp pQq Ñ RΣ.
It is well-known that the derivative DNS p is complex linear and annihilates infinitesimal
complex gauge transformations. Therefore an ASD instanton over the product S ˆ Q
with fibrewise small curvature projects down to a holomorphic curve in the representation
variety via the Narasimhan–Seshadri map. This fact is stated in precise terms as follows.
Proposition 2.17. Let S Ă C be an open subset and A “ dS ` φds ` ψdt ` B be a
smooth connection on S ˆQ satisfying the first equation of (2.4), i.e.
As ` ˚At “ 0.
Suppose for sufficiently small  one has Bpzq P ApQq for all z P S, then the map
z ÞÑ NS ppBpzqq defines a holomorphic map u : S Ñ RΣ. Moreover, there is a constant
C ą 0 independent of A and S such that
|dupzq| ď C}As}L2pΣq.
The following results are crucial in comparing energy of instantons and energy of
holomorphic curves. It is a reformulation of [Dun, Proposition 3.17].
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Lemma 2.18. [Dun, Proposition 3.17] There is a gauge-invariant function
σ : A1,22 pQq Ñ r0,`8q
satisfying
(a) For each B P A1,22 pQq and η PW 1,2pΛ1 b adQq,
}projBpηq ´DBNS 2pηq}L2pΣq ď σpBq}η}L2pΣq. (2.14)
(b) When }FB}L2pΣq Ñ 0, σpBq Ñ 0.
Proof. We can simply define
σpBq :“ }projB ´DBNS 2}L2ÑL2
where we use the operator norm from L2 to L2. Since both projB and DBNS 2 depends on
B P A1,22 pQq continuously in operator norms (see Lemma 2.13 and Corollary 2.16), σpBq
is continuous. Moreover, when B is flat, we know that projB “ DBNS 2; when }FB}L2 is
small, B is close to a flat W 1,2-connection. Hence σpBq Ñ 0 as }FB}L2 Ñ 0. 
2.5.2. Energy identity for pseudoholomorphic curves in the representation variety. We
show that the energy of holomorphic curves in the representation variety can be expressed
in terms of the Chern–Simons functional. For simplicity we only discuss a special case
but the general formula can be obtained using the same argument. Let the domain of the
holomorphic curve be the open half annulus
Ann`pr,Rq :“ tz PH | r ă |z| ă Ru, 0 ă r ă R ă 8.
Let pu, γq : Ann`pr,Rq Ñ RΣ be a holomorphic map satisfying the Lagrangian boundary
condition
u|BAnn`pr,Rq “ ι ˝ γ.
For each ρ P pr,Rq, one can define a piecewise smooth connection Aρ P Ap.s.pPN q as
follows. First, one can find a smooth path of smooth flat connections Bρpθq P AflatpQq
parametrized by θ P r0, pis such that
rBρpθqs “ upρeiθq.
Then there is a unique map ψρ : r0, pis Ñ Ω0padQq such that
BBρ
Bθ ´ dBρpθqψρ “ 0.
Define
Aρ,0 “ dθ ` ψρpθqdθ `Bρpθq P ApPN |Nneckq.
On the other hand, the boundary value γ allows one to find a pair Aρ,˘ P AflatpPN |N˘q
such that
rAρ,˘s “ γp˘ρq P ApP0q{GpP0q, Aρ,´|BN´ “ Bρp0q, Aρ,`|BN´ “ Bρppiq.
Then Aρ,´, Aρ,0, Aρ,` define a piecewise smooth connection Aρ P Ap.s.pPN q. It is easy to
show that its gauge equivalence class is well-defined, only depending on the holomorphic
curve.
To the half annulus one can associate a four-manifold with boundary as follows. Define
Mr,R :“ pAnn`pr,Rq ˆ Σq Y pBAnn`pr,Rq ˆM0q (2.15)
where the two parts are glued along the common boundary BAnn`pr,RqˆΣ. One defines
an SOp3q-bundle QÑMr,R as
Q “ pAnn`pr,Rq ˆQq Y pBAnn`pr,Rq ˆ P0q.
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The restriction of Q to each boundary component of Mr,R is isomorphic to PN Ñ N .
Then one can define the Chern–Simons action
CS :
`Ap.s.pPN q{Gp.s.pPN q˘2 Ñ R
defined by
CS prAs, rA1sq “ 1
2
ż
N
trpFA ^ FAq (2.16)
where A is any continuous and piecewise smooth connection on Mr,R extending the
boundary values rAs and rA1s. Then one has the following formula for holomorphic maps
defined over the half annulus.
Proposition 2.19. The energy of u is equal to CSprArs, rARsq.
Proof. For completeness we give a proof. We define a piecewise smooth connection A
on Mr,R as follows. Since u is smooth, one can find a family of smooth connections
Bpzq P ApQq parametrized smoothly by z P Ann`pr,Rq such that
rBpzqs “ upzq.
Since RΣ is a free symplectic quotient, for local coordinate z “ s ` it on S, there are
unique φpzq, ψpzq P Ω0padQq such that
BsBpzq ´ dBpzqφpzq P HBpzq, BtBpzq ´ dBpzqψpzq P HBpzq.
Then define
A1 “ dS ` φpzqds` ψpzqdt`Bpzq
which is a smooth connection on Q restricted to Ann`pr,Rq ˆ Σ. Moreover, by gauge
transforming A1, one can require that
ψps, 0q ” 0. (2.17)
Since the map z ÞÑ rBpzqs is holomorphic, one has
BsBpzq ´ dBpzqφpzq ` ˚pBtBpzq ´ dBpzqψpzqq “ 0.
Moreover, since the map DNS 2 : HBpzq Ñ TRΣ is an isometry on A1,2flatpQq, we have
|Bsu|2 “ |BsB ´ dBφpzq|2 “
ż
Σ
tr
´
pBsB ´ dBφq ^ pBtB ´ dBψq
¯
. (2.18)
On the other hand, for each boundary point s P BAnn`pr,Rq, using the map γ one can
find a family of flat connections As P AflatpPN q parametrized smoothly by s such that
rAss “ γpsq @s P BAnn`pr,Rq.
Then define
A2 “ ds `As P ApBAnn`pr,Rq ˆ P0q.
This is a smooth connection on Q restricted to BAnn`pr,Rq ˆM0. We may also gauge
transform A2 such that the boundary restriction has no dt component. Then by (2.17),
A1 and A2 together define a piecewise smooth connection A on Q.
We calculate the Chern–Simons action using A. Indeed, it is easy to see the integral of
trpFA ^ FAq over BAnn`pr,Rq ˆM0 is zero. On the other hand, over Ann`pr,Rq ˆ Σ
one has
FA “ FBpzq ` dspBsBpzq ´ dBφq ` dtpBtBpzq ´ dBψq ` pBsψ ´ Btφ` rφ, ψsqdsdt.
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Since FBpzq ” 0, one has
trpFA ^ FAq “ tr
´
pBsB ´ dBφq ^ pBtBpzq ´ dBψq
¯
dsdt.
By (2.18), we see
CS prArs, rARsq “ 1
2
ż
Mr,R
trpFA ^ FAq “
ż
Ann`pr,Rq
|Bsu|2dsdt “ Epuq.

3. Instantons over the product of two surfaces
In this section we consider the ASD equation over the product of two surfaces. We
prove several results including an isoperimetric inequality, the energy quantization for
instantons over C ˆ Σ, and a compactness modulo bubbling result in the adiabatic limit.
3.1. Estimates about the rescaled equation. We first recall several estimates proved
by Dostoglou–Salamon [DS94][DS07] which will play important roles in proving our main
theorems. First we recall the notion of the rescaled ASD equations. Let ρ be a positive
number. Let S Ă C be an open subset. Let
φρ : C Ñ C
be the multiplication z ÞÑ ρz. Recall that a connection A on φρpSq ˆQ can be written in
components as A “ dφρpSq ` φds` ψdt`B. Denote
A1 “ φρ˚A “ dS ` φ1ds` ψ1dt`B1.
Recall the notations introduced in (2.2) and (2.3). Then the ASD equation on A can be
rewritten as the following equation on A1
A1s ` ˚A1t “ 0, ˚κA1 ` ρ2µA1 “ 0. (3.1)
We call this equation the ρ-ASD equation. Define the rescaled energy density function
eρpzq :“ }A1s}2L2ptzuˆΣq ` ρ2}µA1}2L2ptzuˆΣq (3.2)
and the rescaled energy
EρpA1;Sq :“
ż
S
eρpzqdsdt.
Then we have
EpA;φρpSqq “ }FA}2L2pφρpSqˆΣq “ EρpA1;Sq.
When the set S is understood from the context, we abbreviate EρpA1;Sq by EρpA1q.
The following theorem is a summary of several estimates of the rescaled equation
proved by Dostoglou–Salamon.
Theorem 3.1. [DS94, Theorem 7.1][DS07, Corollary 1.1][DS07, Lemma 2.1] Let S Ă C
be an open set, K Ă S be a compact subset, and c0 ą 0. Then for p P r2,8s, there exist
constants Cp ą 0 and Tp ą 0 such that the following holds. Let A1 “ pB1, φ1, ψ1q be a
solution to (3.1) over S ˆ Σ with ρ ě Tp satisfying
sup
zPS
eρpzq “ sup
zPS
´
}A1s}2L2pΣq ` ρ2}µA1}2L2pΣq
¯
ď c0. (3.3)
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Then there holds
}dB1A1s}LppKˆΣq ` }dB1A1t}LppKˆΣq ď Cpρ´
2
p
b
EρpA1;Sq, (3.4)
}A1s}L8pKˆΣq ` ρ}µA1}L8pKˆΣq ď C8
b
EρpA1;Sq, (3.5)
sup
zPK
}µA1pzq}L2pΣq ď Cpρ´2`
2
p . (3.6)
Proof. By [DS94, Theorem 7.1], there exist Cp ą 0 and Tp ą 0 such that for a solution
A1 “ pB1, φ1, ψ1q to the ρ-ASD equation for ρ ě Tp and satisfying
}A1s}L8pSˆΣq ` ρ}µA1}L8pSˆΣq ď c0, (3.7)
there holds
}dB1A1s}LppKˆΣq ` }dB1A1t}LppKˆΣq
ď Cpρ´
2
p
´
}A1s}L2pSˆΣq ` ρ}µA1}L2pSˆΣq
¯
ď 2Cpρ´
2
p
b
EρpA1;Sq.
By the discussion at the beginning of [DS07, Section 1], the assumption (3.7) can be
weakened to (3.3). So (3.4) holds. Second, the estimate (3.5) follows from [DS07, Corollary
1.1]. Third, by [DS07, Lemma 2.1], there exist Cp ą 0, Tp ą 0 and δ0 ą 0 (where δ0 is
independent of p) with the following property. Let ρ ě Tp and A1 “ pB1, φ1, ψ1q be a
solution to the ρ-ASD equation over S ˆ Σ satisfying
}A1s}L8pSˆΣq ď c0, }µA1}L8pSˆΣq ď δ. (3.8)
Then (3.6) holds. On the other hand, by (3.5), the condition (3.3) implies (3.8) when ρ
is sufficiently large. 
3.2. Adiabatic limit without bubbling. Now we consider the adiabatic limit of the
ASD equation towards holomorphic maps in the representation variety. Let S Ă C be an
open subset and Si Ă S be an exhausting sequence of open subsets.
Theorem 3.2. Let ρi Ñ `8 be a sequence of positive numbers diverging to infinity. Let
S Ă C be an open subset and Si Ă S be an exhausting sequence of open subsets. Let
A1i “ dS ` φ1ids ` ψ1idt ` B1ipzq be a sequence of solutions to the ρi-ASD equation over
Si ˆΣ. Let eρi : Si Ñ r0,`8q the rescaled energy density function of A1i. Suppose for all
compact subset K Ă S there holds
lim sup
iÑ8
}eρi}L8pKq ă 8. (3.9)
Then there exists a subsequence (still indexed by i) and a holomorphic map
u8 : S Ñ RΣ
satisfying the following condition.
(a) For any precompact open subset K Ă S, for i sufficiently large, B1ipzq is contained
in the domain of the Narasimhan–Seshadri map NS 2 for all z P K, hence A1i
induces a holomorphic map
u1i : K Ñ RΣ, u1ipzq :“ NS 2pB1ipzqq.
(b) The sequence of maps u1i converges to u8 in C8pKq and the energy density eρi
converges to the energy density of u8 in C0pKq.
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Proof. For any precompact open subset K Ă S, (3.9) implies that
lim sup
iÑ8
}µA1i}L8pKq “ 0.
Hence when i is sufficiently large the restriction A1i|K satisfies hypothesis of Proposition
2.17 and hence defines a sequence of holomorphic maps
u1i : K Ñ RΣ, u1ipzq :“ NS 2pB1ipzqq.
Moreover, for some constant C ą 0 there holds
|Bsu1ipzq| ď C}A1i,s}L2ptzuˆΣq.
Then since the sequence A1i has no energy blowup inside K, so does the sequence u1i.
Therefore, by Gromov compactness (Proposition 2.6), there is a subsequence (still indexed
by i) such that u1i converges in C8locpS rW8q to a holomorphic map u8 : S rW8 Ñ RΣ.
Now we prove the convergence of the energy densities eρi Ñ e8 where
eρipzq “ }A1i,s}2L2ptzuˆΣq ` ρ2i }µA1i}2L2ptzuˆΣq, e8pzq “ |Bsu1ipzq|2.
Indeed, for each i and z P K, by (2.10) and (2.11) one has
A1i,s “ projB1ipzqA1i,s ´ dB1ipzq∆´1B1ipzqd
˚
B1ipzqA
1
i,s ` ˚dB1ipzq∆´1B1ipzq ˚ dB1ipzqA
1
i,s.
Since the Laplacian ∆B1ipzq is bounded from below, for some C ą 0 one has
}A1i,s ´ projB1ipzqA1i,s}L2pΣq ď C
´
}d˚B1ipzqA
1
i,s}L2pΣq ` }dB1ipzqA1i,s}L2pΣq
¯
.
By Theorem 3.1 and (3.4), for some compact subset K 1 Ă S whose interior contains K
and some ε ą 0 one has
}A1i,s ´ projB1ipzqA1i,s}2L2ptzuˆΣq ď Cρ´2εi EρipA1i;K 1 ˆ Σq. (3.10)
Moreover, by Theorem 3.1 and (3.6), one has
ρ2i }µA1i}2L2ptzuˆΣq ď Cρ´2εi . (3.11)
Therefore, we only need to compare e8pzq with }projB1ipzqA1i,s}2L2pΣq. By Lemma 2.18 one
has ˇˇˇ
}projB1ipzqA1i,s}2L2ptzuˆΣq ´ |Bsu1ipzq|2
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
}projB1ipzqA1i,s}2L2ptzuˆΣq ´ }DB1ipzqNS 2pA1i,sq}2L2pΣq
ˇˇˇ
ď C}A1i,s}L2ptzuˆΣq}projB1ipzqA1i,s ´DB1ipzqNS 2pA1i,sq}L2pΣq
ď C}A1i,s}L2ptzuˆΣqσpB1ipzqq}projB1ipzqA1i,s}L2ptzuˆΣq
Then by (3.10), (3.11), and above, one derivesˇˇ
eρipzq ´ e8pzq
ˇˇ
ď ˇˇ}projB1ipzqA1i,s}2L2pΣq ´ |Bsu1ipzq|2 ˇˇ` }A1i,s ´ projB1ipzqA1i,s}2L2pΣq ` ρ2i }µA1i}2L2ptzuˆΣq
ď CσpB1ipzqq}A1i,s}2L2pΣq ` Cρ´2εi .
By Lemma 2.18 and the fact that FB1ipzq Ñ 0 uniformly over K 1 ˆ Σ, one conclude the
convergence of the energy density eρi Ñ e8 in C0pKq. 
To deal with the general situation of the adiabatic limit one has to consider bubbling
when the rescaled energy density is unbounded. We first prove that this cannot happen if
the total energy is small.
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Proposition 3.3. There exist  ą 0, T ą 0, and C ą 0 satisfying the following property.
Let A1 be a solution to the ρ-ASD equation over B1ˆΣ with ρ ě T and EρpA1q ď , then
eρp0q ď C.
Proof. Suppose this is not the case. Then there exist a sequence ρi Ñ `8, a sequence of
solutions A1i to the ρi-ASD equation over B1 ˆ Σ such that EρipA1iq Ñ 0 while
lim
iÑ8 eρip0q “ 8.
Using the rescaling φρi : B1 Ñ Bρi one can pull back A1i to obtain a sequence of solutions
Ai to the non-rescaled ASD equation over Bρi ˆΣ. First we prove that for all r ă 1 there
holds
lim sup
iÑ8
}FAi}L8pBρirˆΣq ă 8. (3.12)
If this is not true for some r ă 1, for certain subsequence of Ai a nontrivial R4-instanton
bubbles off, contradicting the fact that EρipA1iq “ EpAi;Bρi ˆ Σq Ñ 0. So (3.12) holds,
implying that for all r ă 1
lim sup
iÑ8
1
ρi
sup
Br
eρi ă 8.
Second we prove that for all r ă 1 there holds
lim
iÑ8
1
ρi
sup
Br
eρi “ 0. (3.13)
Suppose this is not the case for some r ă 1. Then there exist a point z P Br and a
subsequence (still indexed by i) for which
lim
iÑ8 }FAi}L2ptρizuˆΣq ą 0. (3.14)
For all R ą 0 and sufficiently large i, one has BRpρizq Ă Bρi . Then (3.12) and compactness
of the ASD equation imply that a subsequence of Ai|BRpρizq converges to limiting solution
A8 to the ASD equation over BR ˆ Σ. Since the convergence is in C8loc, (3.14) implies
that the limit has positive energy. This contradicts the assumption that EρipA1iq Ñ 0.
Finally we prove that eρip0q cannot blow up. By Hofer’s lemma (Lemma 3.4 below),
one can find a point ξi P B 2
3
and εi P p0, 13 s such that
sup
Bεi pξiq
?
eρi ď 2
b
eρipξiq, εi
b
eρipξiq ě 13
b
eρip0q. (3.15)
Denote
τi :“
b
eρipξiq, νi :“ ρiτi .
Then (3.13) implies that
ρi " τi
ˆ
i.e. lim
iÑ8
τi
ρi
“ 0
˙
For all R ą 0, consider the rescaling
ψi : BR Ñ B R
τi
pξiq Ă Bεipξiq
which pulls back A1i to a sequence of solutions A2i to the νi-ASD equation over BR ˆ Σ.
(3.15) implies that
1 ď sup
BR
eνi ď 4eνip0q “ 4.
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Then by Theorem 3.2 a subsequence of A2i converges to a nonconstant holomorphic map
u8 : BR Ñ RΣ whose energy density is equal to the limit of eνi . This contradicts the
assumption that EρipA1iq Ñ 0. This finishes the proof of this proposition. 
Lemma 3.4 (Hofer’s lemma). [MS04, Lemma 4.6.4] Let X be a metric space. Let x P X
and d ą 0. Suppose the closed ball B2dpxq is complete. Let f : X Ñ r0,`8q be a
continuous function. Then there exist ξ P B2dpxq and ε P p0, ds such that
sup
Bεpξq
f ď 2fpξq, εfpξq ě dfpxq.
3.3. The isoperimetric inequality I. Now we prove an isoperimetric inequality for
a loop of connections over the surface. Consider smooth connections over S1 ˆQ over
S1 ˆ Σ, which can be written as A “ dS1 ` ηpθqdθ ` Bpθq. One can define a certain
measurement of this connection which is roughly the length of the corresponding path in
the representation variety. For each p ě 2, define the p-length of A as
lppAq :“
ż
S1
}B1pθq ´ dBpθqηpθq}LppΣqdθ.
The proof of the isoperimetric inequality relies on the following technical result.
Lemma 3.5. There exist constants  ą 0 and C ą 0 satisfying the following conditions.
Let dS1 ` ηpθqdθ `Bpθq be a smooth connection on S1 ˆQ. Suppose
sup
θPS1
}FBpθq}L2pΣq ď , l3pAq ď . (3.16)
Then there exists a flat connection dS1 ` η0pθqdθ `B0pθq on S1 ˆQ such that
sup
θPS1
}ηpθq ´ η0pθq}L8pΣq ď Cl3pAq, (3.17)
and for all θ P S1,
}Bpθq ´B0pθq}L2pΣq ď C
`}FBpθq}L2pΣq ` l2pAq˘. (3.18)
Proof. Following [GS05, Lemma 11.2], we prove this lemma in the following steps.
Step 1. We prove this lemma for the special case when ηpθq ” 0.
Indeed, when  is sufficiently small, Lemma 2.14 allows one to define
B¯pθq :“ NS 2pBpθqq P A1,2flatpQq.
Here NS 2 : A1,2 pQq Ñ A1,2flatpQq is the Narasimhan–Seshadri map (see Definition 2.15).
Then each B¯pθq is smooth over Σ. We claim that (3.17) and (3.18) hold for the flat
connection
A0 “ dS1 ` η0pθqdθ `B0pθq :“ dS1 ` B¯p0q.
Indeed, (3.17) is true because ηpθq ” η0pθq ” 0. Moreover, for any θ P r0, 2pis, since l3pAq
is small (and hence so is l2pAq), one has
}Bpθq ´Bp0q}L2 ď Cl2pAq.
Since NS 2 is continuously differentiable (see Corollary 2.16), one has
}B¯pθq ´ B¯p0q}L2 ď C}Bpθq ´Bp0q}L2 ď Cl2pAq.
Then by (2.12) and the above estimate, one has
}Bpθq ´B0pθq}L2 ď }Bpθq ´ B¯pθq}L2 ` }B¯pθq ´ B¯p0q}L2 ď C
`}FBpθq}L2 ` l2pAq˘
which gives (3.18).
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Step 2. For the general case when ηptq ‰ 0, we look for a particular gauge transformation
on S1 ˆQ to transform A.
Define a path g : r0, 2pis Ñ GpQq by the ordinary differential equation
gp0q “ Id, g1pθqgpθq´1 ` ηptq “ 0.
Then we have
lppAq “
ż 2pi
0
}Bθpgpθq˚Bpθqq}LppΣqdθ. (3.19)
To proceed we need the following claimed result.
Claim. There exist  ą 0 and C ą 0 satisfying the following conditions. Let B be a
smooth connection on Q with }FB}L2pΣq ď  and g P GpQq satisfying
}B ´ g˚B}L3pΣq ď .
Then there exists h P ΓpadQq such that g “ eh and
}h}
W 1,pB pΣq ď C}B ´ g
˚B}LppΣq, p “ 2, 3.
Proof of the claim. Suppose this is not the case. Then for any given C ą 0, there
exist a sequence of connections Bi P ApQq with }FBi}L2 Ñ 0 and a sequence of gauge
transformations gi P GΣ with }Bi ´ gi˚ Bi}L3 Ñ 0 with gi not satisfying the required
condition for this given C. Then up to gauge transformation and taking subsequences,
Bi converges to a flat connection B8 in W 1,2 topology and gi converges to a gauge
transformation in W 1,3 topology. Moreover, g8 is covariantly constant with respect to
B8, i.e., an automorphism of B8. By Hypothesis 2.8, g8 must be the identity. Since
W 1,3 embeds into C0, for i large enough, gi is C
0-close to the identity transformation
and one can then write gi “ ehi for a section hi of adQ with small C0-norm. Then hi
converges to zero in W 1,3 topology. On the other hand, the operator
dB8 : W
1,p
B8pΣ, adQq Ñ LppΣ,Λ1 b adQq
is injective for p “ 2, 3. Then dBi is injective for i sufficiently large. This implies that for
certain constant C ą 0, when i is large, we have
}hi}W 1,pBi ď C}dBihi}LppΣq
for p “ 2, 3. Notice that the right hand side is the first order approximation of gi˚ Bi ´Bi.
This contradicts the assumption. End of the proof of the claim.
The path gpθq defines a gauge transformation g P Gpr0, 2pis ˆQq. Define
A: “ g˚A “ dθ `B:pθq
where B:pθq “ gpθq˚Bpθq. Then one has
}B:pθq ´Bp0q}LppΣq “ }B:pθq ´B:p0q}LppΣq ď lppA:q “ lppAq. (3.20)
In particular,
}gp2piq˚Bp2piq ´Bp0q}L3pΣq “ }B:p2piq ´Bp0q}L3pΣq ď l3pAq.
The above claim implies the existence of h P ΓpadQq satisfying
gp2piq “ eh, }h}
W 1,p
Bp0q
ď ClppAq, p “ 2, 3. (3.21)
Choose a smooth nondecreasing function ρ : r0, 2pis Ñ r0, 1s which is surjective and whose
derivative vanishes near 0 and 2pi. Define
g˜ptq “ gptqe´ρpθqh.
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Then g˜ is a smooth gauge transformation on S1 ˆQ.
Step 3. Define
A˜ :“ g˜˚A “ dS1 ´ ρ1pθqhdθ ` B˜pθq, where B˜pθq “ g˜pθq˚Bpθq.
We prove the lemma for A˜ via an intermediate connection
A˜˚ :“ dS1 ` B˜pθq.
We would like to apply the special case proved in Step 1 to the intermediate connection
A˜˚. We prove the following claim.
Claim. There exist C ą 0 and  ą 0 such that when (3.16) holds for this , there holds
l3pA˜˚q ď Cl3pAq.
Proof of the claim. Notice that by definition
l3pA˜˚q “
ż
S1
}B˜1pθq}L3pΣqdθ ď l3pA˜q `
ż
S1
}ρ1pθqdB˜pθqh}L3pΣqdθ.
Therefore the claim follows from
}dB˜pθqh}L3pΣq ď Cl3pAq, @θ P r0, 2pis. (3.22)
We prove this estimate by comparing dB˜pθqh with dB:pθqh. Indeed, by the Sobolev
embedding W 1,3 ãÑ C0 in two dimensions, there holds
}h}L8pΣq ď C}h}W 1,3
Bp0qpΣq ď Cl3pAq.
2 (3.23)
Moreover, by (3.20) and (3.21) that
}dB:pθqh}L3pΣq ď }dBp0qh}L3pΣq ` }B:pθq ´Bp0q}L3pΣq ¨ }h}L8pΣq ď Cl3pAq.
Hence it remains to estimate
}dB˜pθqh´ dB:pθqh}L3pΣq ď }B˜pθq ´B:pθq}L3pΣq ¨ }h}L8pΣq.
Notice that since
B˜pθq “ peρpθqhq˚B:pθq, }h}
W 1,3
B:pθq
ď Cl3pAq
the factor }B˜pθq ´B:pθq}L3pΣq is bounded by a multiple of l3pAq. This claim is therefore
proved. End of the proof of the claim.
Then applying Step 1 to the connection A˜˚, there exists a flat connection B0 on Q
such that for all θ P r0, pis,
}B˜pθq ´B0}L2pΣq ď C
`}FB˜pθq}L2pΣq ` l2pA˜˚q˘ ď C`}FBpθq}L2pΣq ` l2pAq˘.
Define η0pθq ” 0 and A0 “ dS1 ` η0pθqdθ `B0. Then A0 is a flat connection on S1 ˆQ
and by (3.23) one has
}η˜pθq ´ η0pθq}L8pΣq “ }η˜pθq}L8pΣq “ }ρ1pθqh}L8pΣq ď Cl3pAq.
This finishes the proof of this lemma. 
By the previous lemma, one can define a local Chern–Simons action for certain
connections.
2The Sobolev constant is independent of the choice of connection. See for example [MS04, Remark
3.5.1].
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Definition 3.6 (The local Chern–Simons action). Suppose A is a smooth connection
on S1 ˆ Q satisfying (3.16) for a sufficiently small . Then there exists a nearby flat
connection A0 “ dS1 ` η0pθqdθ ` B0pθq on S1 ˆ Q satisfying (3.17) and (3.18). Define
the local Chern–Simons action of A (or called the local action for short) as
FlocpAq “ CS prA0s, rAsq P R.
where CS prA0s, rAsq is the Chern–Simons action for rAs relative to rA0s (see (2.1).
It is easy to see that the action is independent of the choice of the reference flat
connection A0 and only depends on the gauge equivalence class of A.
An important consequence of the above discussions is the isoperimetric inequality for
almost flat connections. It is analogous to the isoperimetric inequality for short loops in a
symplectic manifold (see [MS04, Section 4.4]) and loops with connection in a symplectic
manifold acted by a Lie group (see [GS05, Section 11] [Zil09]).
Proposition 3.7 (Isoperimetric Inequality I). There exists cQ ą 0 satisfying the following
condition. Let  be the one of Lemma 3.5. Let A “ dS1 ` ηpθqdθ ` Bpθq be a smooth
connection on S1 ˆQ satisfying
sup
θPS1
}FBpθq}L2pΣq ď , l3pAq ď .
Then there holds
|FlocpAq| ď cQ}FA}2L2pS1ˆΣq.
Proof. Let A0 “ dS1 ` η0pθqdθ `B0pθq be the nearby flat connection. Denote
α “ A´A0 “ pηpθq ´ η0pθqqdθ `Bpθq ´B0pθq.
By the definition of the local action and Lemma 3.5, one has
|FA0pAq| “
ˇˇˇ ż
S1ˆΣ
tr
„
1
2
dA0α^ α` 13α^ α^ α
 ˇˇˇ
ď C
ż
S1ˆΣ
`|FA||α| ` |ηpθq ´ η0pθq||Bpθq ´B0pθq|2˘ dθdvolΣ
ď C
ż
S1
´
}FA}L2ptθuˆΣq}α}L2ptθuˆΣq ` }FBpθq}2L2pΣq ` l2pAq2
¯
dθ ď C}FA}2L2pS1ˆΣq.
The isoperimetric inequality holds by setting cQ to be the last constant C. 
3.4. The annulus lemma I. We prove a monotonicity result for the ASD equation over
the product of an annulus with a compact surface. Such a result, which is often called the
annulus lemma, asserts that over a long neck solutions to the ASD equation with small
energy decays exponentially. Let r1 ă r2 be a pair of positive numbers. Define
Annpr1, r2q :“ tz P C | r1 ă |z| ă r2u.
Lemma 3.8 (Annulus lemma I). There exist  ą 0, T ą 0, C ą 0, and δQ ą 0 satisfying
the following condition. Let r1, r2 ą 0 be a pair of positive numbers satisfying
r1 ě T, r2 ą 4r1;
let A be a solution to the ASD equation over Annpr1, r2q ˆ Σ satisfying
EpA; Annpr1, r2q ˆ Σq ď .
Then for all s ě log 2 with esr1 ă e´sr2, there holds
EpA; Annpesr1, e´sr2q ˆ Σq ď Ce´δQsEpA; Annpr1, r2q ˆ Σq.
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Proof. For each r P pr1, r2q, by restricting A to the circle of radius r and a rescaling, one
obtains a smooth connection A1r on S1ˆQ. We would like to show that when r P r2r1, r22 s,
the local action of A1r can be defined. Indeed, for each z P Annpr1, r2q with 2r1 ď |z| ď r22 ,
by rescaling with the factor r :“ |z|, one obtains a solution A1r to the r-ASD equation
over Annpr1{r, r2{rq ˆ Σ. Denote w “ zr . Then
B 1
2
pwq Ă Annpr1
r
,
r2
r
q.
Proposition 3.3 implies that when  is small enough, one has
sup
B 1
2
pwq
er ď c0
for some constant c0. Here er is the rescaled energy density for A
1
r. This allows one to
use Theorem 3.1 within B 1
2
pwq. Let B1w be the restriction of A1r to the fibre twu ˆ Σ.
Then by Theorem 3.1 and (3.5) there holds
}A1r,s}L8ptwuˆΣq ` r}FBw}L2pΣq ď C
b
ErpA1r;B 1
2
pwq ˆ Σq ď C
a
EpA; Annpr1, r2q ˆ Σq.
It follows that
l3pA1rq “
ż
S1
}A1r,s}L3pteiθuˆΣqdθ ď C
a
EpAq.
Hence by Lemma 3.5 and Proposition 3.7, when the energy EpAq is small enough the
local action of A1r can be defined and there holds
|FlocpA1rq| ď cQ}FA1r}2L2pS1ˆΣq.
Now we derive a differential inequality for the local action. For each r P r2r1, r22 s,
abbreviate
F prq “ FlocpA1rq.
Suppose first that F p2r1q ą F p r22 q ě 0. Then define
Jprq “ F prq ´ F pr2
2
q.
Then
J 1prq “ ´}FAr}2L2pS1rˆΣq ď ´
1
r
}FA1r}2L2pS1ˆΣq ď ´
1
rcQ
F prq ď ´ 1
rcQ
Jprq.
Denote δQ “ c´1Q . Then the function p rr1 qδQJprq is nonincreasing. Therefore for s ě log 2
with esr1 ă e´sr2 one has
eδQsEpA; Annpesr1, e´sr2qq ď eδQsEpA; Annpesr1, r2
2
qq “ eδQsJpesr1q ď CJp2r1q ď CEpAq.
The case when either or both F p2r1q and F p r22 q are negative can be treated similarly. 
3.5. Energy quantization. The first consequence of the annulus lemma is the following
energy quantization property for instantons over CˆΣ. We remark that a stronger result,
proved by Wehrheim [Weh06] using a different method, says that the energy must be an
integral multiple of a constant.
Theorem 3.9. There exists a constant ~ ą 0 such that for any instanton A over C ˆ Σ
there holds
EpAq P t0u Y r~,`8q.
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Proof. Let ~ be the  of Annulus Lemma I (Lemma 3.8). Suppose A is a nonconstant
ASD instanton over C ˆ Σ with EpAq ă , then there exists a number R ą 0 such that
EpA;BR ˆ Σq “ 1
2
EpAq.
For T " R, let ϑT : C Ñ C be the translation z ÞÑ z ` T . Consider the ASD instanton
A3T :“ ϑ3˚TA over C ˆ Σ and its restriction to ApT, 3T q ˆ Σ. Then by Annulus Lemma
I, one has
EpA;BR ˆ Σq ď EpA3T ;Ap2T ´R, 2T `Rq ˆ Σq ď CT´δQEpA3T ;ApT, 3T q ˆ Σq.
Here C is independent of T . Let T go to infinity, one obtains a contradiction. 
3.6. Compactness modulo bubbling. Now we consider the adiabatic limit of the ASD
equation towards holomorphic maps in the representation variety. Let S Ă C be an open
subset and Si Ă S be an exhausting sequence of open subsets.
Theorem 3.10. Let ρi be a sequence of positive numbers diverging to infinity. Let S Ă C
be an open subset and Si Ă S be an exhausting sequence of open subsets. Let Ai be a
sequence of solutions to the ASD equation over φρipSiq ˆ Σ, satisfying
lim sup
iÑ8
E
`
Ai;φρipSiq ˆ Σ
˘ ă 8.
Then there exists a subsequence (still indexed by i) and a holomorphic map
u˜8 “ pu8,W8,m8q
from S to RΣ with mass which satisfy the following conditions.
(a) For each z P S, one has
lim
rÑ8 limiÑ8E
`
Ai;φρipBrpzqq ˆ Σ
˘ “ m8pzq. (3.24)
(b) For any precompact open subset K Ă S r W8, for i sufficiently large, Bipzq
is contained in the domain of the map S for all z P K, hence Ai induces a
holomorphic map ui : φρipKq Ñ RΣ. Furthermore, ui ˝ φρi converges to u8 in
C8pKq and the energy density eρi converges to the energy density of u8 in C0pKq.
(c) There is no energy lost in the following sense: for all precompact open subset
K Ă S containing W8,
lim
iÑ8E
`
Ai;φρipKq ˆ Σ
˘ “ Epu8;Kq ` ż
K
m8. (3.25)
We define the notion of convergence modulo energy blowup as follows.
Definition 3.11. Let S Ă C be an open subset. Let Si Ă S be an exhausting sequence
of open subsets. Let tρiu be a sequence of positive numbers diverging to 8. Let Ai be a
sequence of solutions to the ASD equation over φρipSiq ˆ Σ. Let u˜8 be a holomorphic
map from S to RΣ with mass in the sense of Definition 2.7. Ai is said to converge to
u˜8 along with tρiu if conditions (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem 3.10 holds.
Before we prove the above theorem, we define the notion of energy blowup.
Definition 3.12. Let ρi, Si, S, Ai be as in Theorem 3.10. We say that energy blows up
at z P S if
lim
rÑ0 lim supiÑ8
EpAi;φρipBrpzqq ˆ Σq ą 0.
We establish a lower bound on the amount of energy concentrated at a blowup point.
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Lemma 3.13 (Energy Blowup Threshold I). There exists ~ ą 0 such that for any
collection of data ρi, Si, S, Ai as in Theorem 3.10 and for each z P S there holds
lim
rÑ0 lim supiÑ8
EpAi;φρipBrpzqq ˆ Σq P t0u Y r~,`8q.
Proof. We claim that the statement holds for ~ “ {2 where the  is from Annulus Lemma
I. Suppose the statement of this lemma is not true, then there exists z P S where energy
concentrates such that
0 ă m :“ lim
rÑ0 lim supiÑ8
EpAi;φρipBrpzqq ˆ Σq ă ~ “ 2 .
We can choose r0 ą 0 and a subsequence (still indexed by i) such that
EpAi;φρipBr0pzqq ˆ Σq ď 2m ă .
There is also a sequence ri Ñ 0 such that
E pAi;φρipBripz0qq ˆ Σq “ m. (3.26)
However, using Annulus Lemma I one sees that
E pAi;φρipBripz0qq ˆ Σq ď C
ˆ
ri
r0
˙δQ
E pAi;φρipBr0pz0qq ˆ Σq ď C
ˆ
ri
r0
˙δQ
.
The right hand side converges to zero, which contradicts (3.26). 
The energy blowup threshold allows one to construct the bubbling measure. Indeed,
consider the limit
lim
rÑ8 lim supiÑ8
E pAi;φρipBrpzqq ˆ Σq
for all z P S. If this limit is positive for some w P S, then we take a subsequence (still
indexed by i) such that the same limit is positive if we replace lim sup by lim. Then
consider the above limit at other points and choose subsequences if energy concentrates.
By Lemma 3.13 and the uniformly energy bound, this process stops after taking finitely
many times of subsequences. Then we obtains a positive measure on m8 supported at a
finite subset W8 Ă S such that (3.24) holds.
We now prove that away from the bubbling set the rescaled energy density remains
bounded.
Lemma 3.14. For any compact subset K Ă S rW8 there holds
lim sup
iÑ8
sup
K
eρi ă 8. (3.27)
Proof. Suppose this is not true, then there exist a subsequence (still indexed by i) and a
sequence of points zi P K such that
eρipziq Ñ 8.
We may assume that zi converges to a limit z8 P K. Since z8 RW8, for sufficiently small
r, one has
lim sup
iÑ8
EpA1i;Brpz8q ˆ Σq ă 
where the  is from Proposition 3.3. Then by Proposition 3.3 eρi should be bounded in
the interior of Brpz8q, a contradiction. 
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Now we can finish the proof of Theorem 3.10. Lemma 3.14 implies that for any
precompact open subset K Ă S rW8 one can define
u1i : K Ñ RΣ, u1ipzq :“ NS 2pB1ipzqq.
Combining Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.14 a subsequence of u1i converges to a limit
u8 : K Ñ RΣ in C8pKq whose energy density is equal to the limit of eρi . By exhausting
S using precompact open subsets and taking further subsequences, one obtains a finite
energy holomorphic map
u8 : S rW8 Ñ RΣ.
By Gromov’s removal of singularity theorem u8 extends to a holomorphic map u8 : S Ñ
RΣ. The identity (3.25) follows from the construction of the bubbling measure m8 and
the convergence towards u8. This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.10.
3.7. More estimates about the rescaled equation. In this section we extend certain
estimates of Dostoglou–Salamon recalled in Subsection 3.1. Such an extension will be
useful in the next section.
Lemma 3.15. There exist  ą 0, T ą 0, and C ą 0 satisfying the following conditions.
Let ρ ě T and A be a solution to the ρ-ASD equation over B1 ˆ Σ with EρpAq ď , then
for all r P p0, 1q there holds
}As}L8pBrˆΣq ` ρ}µA}L8pBrˆΣq ď
C
1´ r . (3.28)
Proof. We first prove a weaker version of this lemma: for suitable , T, C and for A and
ρ satisfying the assumptions of the lemma, for all r P p0, 1q there holds
sup
Br
eρ ď Cp1´ rq2 . (3.29)
Suppose this is not the case, then there exist a sequence ρi Ñ8, a sequence of solutions
Ai to the ρi-ASD equation over B1 ˆ Σ, and a sequence of points zi P B1 such that
EρipAiq Ñ 0 and
lim
iÑ8p1´ riq
2eρipziq “ 8, where ri “ |zi|. (3.30)
Here eρi : B1 Ñ r0,`8q is the energy density function for Ai. We would like to derive a
contradiction in several steps. First, we claim that
lim sup
iÑ8
1
ρ2i
eρipziq “ 0. (3.31)
We first prove that this limit is finite. Suppose this is not the case, then there exist a
subsequence (still indexed by i) such that
lim
iÑ8
1
ρ2i
eρipziq “ 8. (3.32)
Via the rescaling Bρi – B1, Ai is pulled back to a solution A˜i to the ordinary ASD
equation over Bρi ˆΣ. Then (3.32) implies that there is a sequence of points xi P Σ such
that
lim
iÑ8 |FA˜ipρizi, xiq| “ 8.
Moreover, (3.30) implies that
lim
iÑ8 dppρizi, xiq, BBρi ˆ Σq ¨ |FA˜ipρizi, xiq| Ñ 8.
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We claim that there is a nontrivial R4-instanton bubbling off for certain subsequence
which contradicts the energy bound. Let 4di “ ρip1 ´ riq “ distppρizi, xiq, BBρi ˆ Σq.
Then for each i, apply Hofer’s lemma (Lemma 3.4) to the function |FA˜i |, one can find a
point ξ1i P Bρi ˆ Σ whose distance from pρizi, xiq is less than 2di and a positive number
εi ď di such that
sup
Bεi pξiq
|FA˜i | ď 2|FA˜ipξiq|, εi|FA˜ipξiq| ě di|FA˜ipxiq| Ñ 8. (3.33)
Choose a neighborhood Upξiq with a coordinate system Upξiq Ñ R4 centered at ξi.
Denote τi :“ |FA˜ipξiq| and define the rescaling
x ÞÑ x
τi
` ξi P Upξiq.
This rescaling is defined for x is the radius R-ball for all R ą 0 and sufficiently large i.
Then (3.33) implies that the pullback connections via the rescalings has curvature bounded
from both above and below. Then by the standard bubbling analysis for instantons, for a
certain subsequence, a nontrivial R4-instanton bubbles off as iÑ8. This contradicts the
hypothesis that EρipAiq converges to zero. Therefore the limit (3.31) is finite. Suppose
for some subsequence (still indexed by i) and a ą 0 there holds
1
ρ2i
eρipziq ě a.
Then there holds
}FA˜i}L2ptρiziuˆΣq ě a, dpρizi, BBρiq Ñ 8.
One can similarly construct a nontrivial instanton over C ˆ Σ bubbles off for a certain
subsequence, contradicting the condition EρipAiq Ñ 0. Therefore (3.31) is proved.
It follows from (3.30) and (3.31) that
ρi "
b
eρipziq " 11´ ri .
We would like to derive a contradiction by showing a nontrivial holomorphic sphere in
RΣ bubbles off in the limit. Redefine 4di “ 1´ ri. By Hofer’s lemma (Lemma 3.4), there
exist a point ξi P B2dipziq and a positive number εi ď di such that
sup
zPBεi
b
eρipzq ď 2
b
eρipziq, εi
b
eρipξiq ě di
b
eρipziq. (3.34)
Then we still have
p1´ |ξi|q
b
eρipξiq ě di
b
eρipziq ě εi
b
eρipξiq Ñ 8.
Denote τi “
a
eρipξiq. Then (3.31) shows that ρi " τi. Define the rescaling
φi : BR Ñ Bεipξiq, w ÞÑ ξi ` wτi
for all R ą 0 and all sufficiently large i. Denote bi “ ρiτi which goes to infinity. Then via
φi the sequence Ai is pulled back to a sequence A
1
i of solutions to the bi-ASD equation
over BR. Let their energy density functions be ebi : BR Ñ r0,8q. The first inequality of
(3.34) implies that
1 ď sup
BR
ebi ď 4.
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Hence it follows from Theorem 3.10 that a subsequence converges to a nontrivial holomor-
phic map in RΣ. By the energy preservation, one obtains a contradiction. Hence (3.29) is
proved.
Now we prove the original statement of this lemma using the argument of contradiction.
Suppose there exist a sequence ρi Ñ8, a sequence of solutions Ai to the ρi-ASD equation
over B1 ˆ Σ, and a sequence of ri such that EρipAiq Ñ 0 and
p1´ riq sup
Bri
´
}As}L8pΣq ` ρi}µAi}L8pΣq
¯
Ñ `8. (3.35)
Denote
e8ρipzq “ }As}2L8ptzuˆΣq ` ρ2i }µAi}2L8ptzuˆΣq.
By almost exactly the same argument as we prove the weaker statement in the first half
of this proof, one can prove that
lim sup
iÑ8
1
ρ2i
eρipziq “ 0. (3.36)
We omit the details. Therefore
ρi "
b
e8ρipziq "
1
1´ ri Ç
b
eρipziq.
Redefine 4di “ 1´ri. By using Hofer’s lemma (Lemma 3.4) again, there exist ξi P B2dipziq
and εi P p0, dis such that
sup
zPBεi pξiq
b
e8ρipzq ď 2
b
eρipξiq, εi
b
e8ρipξiq ě di
b
e8ρipziq.
We still have
ρi "
b
e8ρipξiq "
1
1´ ri Ç supzPBεi pξiq
b
eρipzq.
Redefine τi “
b
e8ρipξiq and bi “ ρibi . Then we obtain a sequence of solutions A1i of the
bi-ASD equation on BR ˆ Σ with
e8bi p0q “ 1, sup
BR
eρi ď 1, EpA1iq Ñ 0.
This contradicts (3.5). 
There is also a more refined case of the inequality (3.5) of Theorem 3.1 which will be
useful in the next section. Denote the open half disk in the upper half plane by
B`1 :“ tz P C | Imz ě 0, |z| ă 1u.
Corollary 3.16. There exist  ą 0, C ą 0, T ą 0 satisfying the following conditions.
Suppose A “ dB1 ` φds` ψdt`B is a solution to the ρ-ASD equation over IntB`1 ˆ Σ
satisfying
ρ ě T, EρpAq ď , sup
zPIntB`1
}FBz}L2pΣq ď .
Then for all z “ s` it P IntB 1`
2
there holds
}As}L2ptzuˆΣq ` ρ}µA}L2ptzuˆΣq ď Ct
b
EρpA;Btpzq ˆ Σq (3.37)
and
}As}L8ptzuˆΣq ` ρ}µA}L8ptzuˆΣq ď Ct
b
EρpA;Btpzq ˆ Σq. (3.38)
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Proof. The proof is essentially from the proof of [DS94, Theorem 7.1]. Define two functions
h0, h1 : IntB
`
1 Ñ r0,`8q by
h0pzq “ 1
2
´
}As}2L2ptzuˆΣq ` ρ2}FBz}2L2pΣq
¯
,
h1pzq “ 1
2
´
ρ2}dBzAs}2L2pΣq ` ρ2}dBz ˚As}2L2pΣq ` }∇sAs}2L2pΣq ` }∇tAs}2L2pΣq
` }dBzκA}2L2pΣq ` ρ´2}∇sκA}2L2pΣq ` ρ´2}∇tκA}2L2pΣq
¯
.
Then by the explicit calculation in [DS94, p. 616], one obtains
∆h0 “ 2h1 ` 5xAs, ˚rAs ^ κAsy ě }dBzκA}2L2pΣq ` 5xAs, ˚rAs ^ κAsy.
When  is small enough, the condition }FBz}L2pΣq ď  implies that Bz is sufficiently
close to a flat connection on Q Ñ Σ in the L2-metric. Since there is no reducible flat
connections on Q and RΣ is compact, there is a constant a ą 0 such that
}dBzκA}L2pΣq ě 1a}κA}L2pΣq.
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.15, }As}L8ptzuˆΣq ď Ct´1. HenceˇˇxAs, ˚rAs ^ κAsyˇˇ ď Ca
t
}dBzκA}L2pΣq}As}L2pΣq.
Therefore, for a suitably modified value of C there holds
∆h0 ě ´ C
2t2
}As}2L2pΣq ě ´
C
t2
h0.
Then by Lemma 3.17 below, one has
h0pzq ď C
t2
ż
Btpzq
h0 “ C
t2
EρpA;Btpzq ˆ Σq.
By the definition of h0, the above estimate implies (3.37).
To prove (3.38), one can use Theorem 3.1 again. Using a rescaling B1 – Bt{2pzq Ă Btpzq
one can pull back A to obtain a solution A1 to the ρt2 -ASD equation over B1 ˆ Σ. Then
(3.37) implies that
sup
wPB1
ˆ
}A1s}L2ptwuˆΣq ` ρt2 }µA1}L2ptzuˆΣq
˙
ď C
b
EρpA;Btpzq ˆ Σq
which is very small hence verifies (3.3). Then by Theorem 3.1 and (3.5), one has
}As}L8ptzuˆΣq ` ρ}µA}L8ptzuˆΣq “ 2t
ˆ
}A1s}L8pt0uˆΣq ` ρt2 }µA1}L8ptzuˆΣq
˙
ď C
t
b
E ρt
2
pA1;B1 ˆ Σq ď C
t
b
EρpA;Btpzq ˆ Σq.
This proves (3.38). 
Lemma 3.17. [DS94, Lemma 7.3] Let u : Br Ñ r0,`8q be a C2-function satisfying
∆u ě ´au, where a ě 0.
Then there holds
up0q ď 2
pi
´
a` 4
r2
¯ ż
Br
u.
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Proof. By rescaling one can reduce the problem to the case r “ 1. Define
F pρq “ p1´ ρqmax
|z|ďρ
upzq, 0 ď ρ ď 1.
Then F pρq attains its maximum at a certain ρ˚ P r0, 1q. Assume and denote
c :“ upz˚q “ max
|z|ďρ˚
u, where |z˚| ď ρ˚.
Denote
 “ 1
2
p1´ ρ˚q.
Then within the closed disk Bpz˚q one has
upzq ď 4c.
Then one has
u2ptq ě ´4ac2, |z ´ z˚| ď 
which means the function upzq`ac|z´ z˚|2 is a subharmonic function. Then by the mean
value inequality for subharmonic functions one obtains
c˚ “ upz˚q ď 1
piρ2
ż
Bρpz˚q
pu` ac|z ´ z˚|2q ď 1
piρ2
ż 1
´1
uptqdt` ac
˚ρ2
2
, @0 ă ρ ď .
Now suppose first a2 ď 1. Then take ρ “  one obtains
c˚ ď 1
pi2
ż
B1
u` a
2c˚
2
ùñ c˚ ď 2
pi2
ż
B1
u.
Hence
up0q “ F p0q ď F pρ˚q “ 42c˚ ď 8
pi
ż
B1
u.
On the contrary, if a2 ě 1, then choose ρ such that aρ2 “ 1, one obtains
up0q ď c˚ ď 2a
pi
ż
B1
u.
The case for general r ą 0 follows from the r “ 1 case by rescaling. 
4. Instantons over the product of the real line and the noncompact
three-manifold
In this section we consider the ASD equation over the other type of four-manifolds
we are interested in. Let M be the three-manifold with cylindrical ends as described in
Subsection 2.4. Let
M :“ RˆM
be the product. Consider the ASD equation over M . Since M contains H ˆ Σ, one
tends to compare an instanton over M with a holomorphic map u : H Ñ RΣ when
the energy is small. One difficulty is that the instanton on R ˆM0 does not give a
Lagrangian boundary condition for the map u. A similar difficulty appears in the study
of compactness for holomorphic quilts in [BW18].
We expect a certain asymptotic behavior of instantons. Recall that we have assumed
the restriction map
ι : LM Ñ RΣ
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is a Lagrangian immersion with transverse double points. Then the set of limiting
configurations is!
pa´, a`q P LM ˆ LM | ιpa´q “ ιpa`q P RΣ
)
– LM YRLM .
An instanton over M is expected to converge to a point in RL in suitable sense.
Theorem 4.1 (Asymptotic behavior). Let A be an ASD instanton over M . Then there
exists a point pa´, a`q P RL whose image in RΣ is denoted by b8 such that the following
conditions hold.
(a) In the quotient C8-topology, one has
lim
sÑ`8prA´s|M0s, rAs|M0sq “ pa´, a`q P LM ˆ LM Ă ApP0q{GpP0q ˆApP0q{GpP0q,
(b) In the quotient C8-topology one has
lim
zÑ8rBzs “ b8 P RΣ Ă ApQq{RpQq.
Therefore the behavior of A at infinity defines an element of LM YRLM .
Another important property of instantons over M is that the energy decays exponen-
tially at the infinity. To state the following theorem we introduce the following notation.
For each R ą 0, denote
MR :“ pM0 ˆ p´R,Rqq Y pB`R ˆ Σq ĂM .
Theorem 4.2. There exists δP ą 0 which only depends on the bundle P ÑM and which
satisfies the following property. Let A be an ASD instanton over M . Then there holds
lim sup
RÑ8
RδP ¨ EpA;M rMRq ă 8.
The proofs of Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 rely on a different version of the isoperi-
metric inequality. Using the isoperimetric inequality one also obtains the following energy
quantization result.
Theorem 4.3. There exists ~ ą 0 which only depends on the bundle P ÑM and which
satisfies the following property. For any ASD instanton A over M there holds
EpAq P t0u Y r~,`8q.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.9 and is left to the reader. 
4.1. The second isoperimetric inequality. In this subsection we derive a second
isoperimetric inequality. Recall one has the closed three-manifold N defined by (2.7) and
the SOp3q-bundle PN Ñ N . A piecewise smooth connection A P Ap.s.pPN q can be written
over the neck region r0, pis ˆ Σ as
A “ dθ ` ηpθqdθ `Bpθq.
One can define the p-length of A as
lppAq “
ż pi
0
}B1pθq ´ dBθηpθq}LppΣqdθ.
In order to define the local Chern–Simons functional we need the following result.
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Lemma 4.4. There exist  ą 0 and C ą 0 satisfying the following condition. Let A be a
piecewise smooth connection on PN whose restriction to r0, pis ˆ Σ is
A|r0,pisˆΣ “ dθ ` ηpθqdθ `Bpθq.
Suppose
}FA}L2pNq ď .
Then there exists a piecewise smooth flat connection A˚ P Ap.s.flatpPN q such that
}A´A˚}W 1,2pN´YN`q ď C}FA}L2pNq. (4.1)
Moreover, A˚ is gauge equivalent to another connection A0 P Ap.s.flatpPN q satisfying
(a) The restriction of A0 to r0, pis is dθ ` ηpθqdθ `B0pθq.
(b) There holds
sup
θPr0,pis
}Bpθq ´B0pθq}L2pΣq ď C}FA}L2pNq (4.2)
and
}A´A0}L3pN´YN`q ď C}FA}L2pNq. (4.3)
Proof. First, notice that the statement of this lemma is gauge invariant. Hence we may
assume that ηpθq ” 0. So for any pair a, b P r0, pis there holds
}Bpbq ´Bpaq}L2pΣq “
ż b
a
}B1pθq}L2pΣq “ l2pAq ď
?
pi}FA}L2pNq.
Let C ą 0 be a constant which is independent of A but may vary in the context. Let 
be smaller than the δp of Lemma 2.11 for p “ 2. Then by Lemma 2.11 there exist flat
W 1,2-connections A˘ on N˘ such that
}A´A˘}W 1,2pN˘q ď C}FA}L2pN˘q.
Let B˘ be the boundary restrictions of A˘ over BN˘ – Σ. Then
}B˘ ´Bp˘piq}L2pΣq ď C}A´A˘}W 1,2pN˘q ď C}FA}L2pN˘q.
On the other hand, L2 norm one has
}B` ´B´} ď }B` ´Bp0q} ` }Bp0q ´Bppiq} ` }Bppiq ´B´}
ď C`}FA}L2pN´YN`q ` l2pAq˘ ď C}FA}L2pNq. (4.4)
Let dRΣ be the distance function on RΣ induced from the Ka¨hler metric. The immersion
ι : LM í RΣ pulls back a metric which induces a distance function dLM on LM . The
topology on LM induced by dLM is the same as the topology induced from the Banach
space topology on A1,2pP0q. The estimate (4.4) implies that for some C ą 0,
dRΣ
´
prB´s, rB`sq,∆RΣ
¯
ď C}FA}L2pNq.
Therefore, by choosing a different constant C, either
dLM
´
prA´s, rA`sq,∆LM
¯
ď C}FA}L2pNq
or there is a double point of ιpLM q with different preimages q´, q` P LM such that
dLM
´
prA´s, rA`sq, pq´, q`q
¯
ď C}FA}L2pNq.
In either case, one can find a pair of smooth flat connections A˚˘ on N˘ such that
}A˘ ´A˚˘ }W 1,2pN˘q ď C}FA}L2pNq (4.5)
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and such that
rA˚´ |BN´s “ rA˚` |BN`s P RΣ.
Denote B˚˘ :“ A˚˘ |BN˘ . Then by (4.4) one also has
}B˚´ ´B˚` }L2pΣq ď C}FA}L2pNq.
Since B˚´ and B˚` are gauge equivalent, when }FA}L2pNq is small, the gauge transformation
g relating them (which is smooth) is in the identity component of GpQq. Hence by using
a smooth path connecting the identity and g, one can extend A˚´ and A˚` to a piecewise
smooth flat connection on PN which satisfies (4.1).
Now we would like to modify A˚ via a suitable gauge transformation so that (4.2) and
(4.3) holds. Let B˚˘ be the boundary restrictions of A˚˘ . Then in L2 norms, there holds
}B˚´ ´B˚` } ď C}FA}L2pNq.
Hence there exists a gauge transformation g “ eh on Q such that B˚´ “ g˚B˚` and
}h}W 1,2 ď C}FA}L2pNq. (4.6)
Recall that for any smooth manifold Y with boundary BY , the boundary restriction
defines a trace operator
HspY q Ñ Hs´ 12 pBY q
which admits a bounded right inverse. Therefore, by the bound (4.6) there exists a smooth
extension of h to N`, still denoted by h such that
}h}
H
3
2 pN`q ď C}FA}L2pNq.
Then we can define a flat connection
A0 “
$’&’%
A˚´ , N´,
d`B˚´ , r0, pis ˆ Σ,
pehq˚A˚`
Then by the Sobolev embedding W 1,2pN´q Ñ L3pN´q and the Sobolev embedding (for
fractional Sobolev norms, see [NPV, Theorem 6.5]) H
1
2 pN`q “ W 12 ,2pN`q Ñ L3pN`q,
there holds
}A´A0}L3pN´YN`q ď C}FA}L2pNq.
The condition (4.2) is also easy to verify. 
The above lemma allows one to define a local Chern–Simons action for connections
with small curvature as follows.
Definition 4.5. Let A be a W 1,2-connection on PN with }FA}L2pNq ď  where  is the one
of Lemma 4.4. Then there exists a nearby flat connection A0 on PN satisfying properties
of Lemma 4.4. Then we define
FlocpAq “ CS prA0s, rAsq
where CS prA0s, rAsq is the Chern–Simons action of rAs relative to rA0s.
It is easy to verify that the value of the local Chern–Simons functional is independent
of the choice of gauge and is independent of the choice of the reference flat connection as
long as the reference connection belongs to the same connected component LN . Moreover,
Lemma 4.4 allows us to derive the following isoperimetric inequality.
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Theorem 4.6 (Isoperimetric Inequality II). There exist  ą 0 and cP ą 0 such for all
W 1,2-connections A on PN satisfying }FA}L2pNq ď  there holds
|FlocpAq| ď cP }FA}2L2pNq. (4.7)
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, there is a nearby flat connection A0 and the local action is defined
by Definition 4.5. Then by Lemma 4.4, one hasż
N˘
tr
„
1
2
dA0pA´A0q ^ pA´A0q ` 13pA´A0q ^ pA´A0q ^ pA´A0q

ď C}FA}L2pN˘q}A´A0}L2pN˘q ` C}A´A0}3L3pN˘q ď C}FA}2L2pNq
andż
r0,pisˆΣ
tr
„
1
2
dA0pA´A0q ^ pA´A0q ` 13pA´A0q ^ pA´A0q ^ pA´A0q

“
ż
r0,pisˆΣ
tr
„
1
2
dA0pA´A0q ^ pA´A0q

ď C
ż
r0,pisˆΣ
|B1ptq||Bptq ´B0|dtdvolΣ ď C
ż pi
0
}B1ptq}L2pΣq}Bptq ´B0}L2pΣqdt
ď C}FA}L2pNq
ż pi
0
}B1ptq}L2pΣqdt ď C}FA}2L2pNq.
Then (4.7) follows. 
4.2. The second annulus lemma. Now we turn to the decay property of the energy
for ASD instantons. For a pair of numbers 0 ă r ă R ď 8 recall the four-manifold with
boundary Mr,R defined by (2.15). When r “ 0, extend the definition such that
M0,R :“MR :“ pB`R ˆ Σq Y pBB`R ˆM0q.
It is convenient to use the polar coordinates and the three-manifold considered in the
previous subsection. Suppose A is a smooth connection on Mr,R. By applying a suitable
gauge transformation, we can require that
˚A|BAnn`pr,RqˆM0 “ 0. (4.8)
Then one can transform A to a connection A1 over the product rlog r, logRs ˆ N as
follows. Over rlog r, logRs ˆN˘, define A1 as the pullback of A via the diffeomorphism
rlog r, logRs ˆN˘ – BAnn`pr,Rq ˆM0, pτ, xq ÞÑ peτ , xq.
Over rlog r, logRs ˆ r0, pis ˆ Σ, define A1 as the pullback of A via the diffeomorphism
rlog r, logRs ˆ r0, pis ˆ Σ Ñ Ann`pr,Rq ˆ Σ, pτ, θ, wq ÞÑ peτ`iθ, wq.
The particular gauge condition (4.8) implies that A1 is a continuous connection whose
restrictions to each part is smooth. Then in particular, one obtains a family of piecewise
smooth connections Aτ on the bundle PN Ñ N parametrized by τ P rlog r, logRs. Then
we can write
Aτ |r0,pisˆΣ “ dθ ` ηpθqdθ `Bτ pθq.
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It is easy to see that if A is a solution to the ASD equation, then (when r ě 1)
EpAq “
ż logR
log r
eτ }FA1τ }2L2pN´YN`qdτ
`
ż logR
log r
ˆ
}BBτ pθqBθ ´ dBτ pθqητ pθq}
2
L2pr0,pisˆΣq ` e2τ }FBτ pθq}2L2pr0,pisˆΣq
˙
dτ
ě
ż logR
log r
}FAτ }2L2pNqdτ (4.9)
Now we prove the second annulus lemma.
Proposition 4.7 (Annulus Lemma II). There exist  ą 0, C ą 0, δP ą 0 satisfying the
following conditions. Let A be a solution to the ASD equation over Mr,R with r ě 1 and
logR´ log r ě 4. Assume
EpAq ă .
Then for 1 ď s ď 12plogR´ log rq, there holds
EpA;Mesr,e´sRq ď Ce´δP sEpA;Mr,Rq. (4.10)
Proof. One can identify A with a piecewise smooth connection over plog r, logRq ˆ N .
In particular, a family of connections Aτ on PN Ñ N parametrized by τ P plog r, logRq.
Then by (4.9) one has
EpAq ě
ż logR
log r
}FAτ }2L2pNqdτ.
Since logR´ log r ě 4, when  is sufficiently small, there exists certain τ P plog r, logRq,
such that }FAτ }L2pNq ă 4 . Then by Lemma 4.4 and Definition 4.5, the local action of Aτ ,
denoted temporarily by F pAτ q, can be defined.
We would like to show that these local actions, which a priori are not defined for all τ ,
extend to a smooth function in τ . In fact there is a continuous map
Iplog r, logRq :“
!
τ P plog r, logRq | }FAτ }L2pNq ă 
)
Ñ pi0pLN q “: tZ1, . . . , Zmu
such that
F pBτ q “ FZτ pBτ q
where Zτ is the image of τ and FZτ pBτ q is the Chern–Simons action of Bτ relative to the
connected component Zτ . Then for each τ , by Isoperimetric Inequality II, there holds
|F pAτ q| ď cP }FAτ }2L2pNq.
We claim that for any different τ 1 P Iplog r, logRq there holds
FZτ 1 pAτ q “ FZτ pAτ q. (4.11)
In fact (suppose τ ă τ 1) we know that
|FZτ 1 pAτ q ´ FZτ 1 pAτ 1q| “ EpA;Meτ ,eτ 1 q ď .
Moreover, by the isoperimetric inequality, we know that
|FZτ 1 pAτ q ´ FZτ pAτ q| ď C.
When  is small enough, this difference is smaller than the minimal difference among
critical values of the Chern–Simons functional on N . Hence (4.11) is true. Then we can
fix a connected component Z “ Zτ0 and define
F pτq :“ F pAτ q :“ FZpAτ q, @τ P plog r, logRq.
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This is a smooth non-increasing function and F pτq agrees with the local action when
τ P Iplog r, logRq.
We would like to derive a differential inequality about F pτq for τ P rlog r` 1, logR´ 1s.
First consider the case when F plog r ` 1q ą F plogR´ 1q ě 0. Then we define
Jpρq :“ F plog ρq ´ F plogR´ 1q “
ż R´1
ρ
}FA}2L2pNρqdρ, log ρ P rlog r ` 1, logR´ 1s.
Then
J 1pρq “ ´}FA}2L2pNρq ď ´
1
ρ
}FAlog ρ}2L2pNq.
If log ρ P Iplog r, logRq, then one has
J 1pρq ď ´C
ρ
F pρq ď ´C
ρ
Jpρq;
if log ρ R Iplog r, logRq, i.e., when
}FAlog ρ}L2pNq ą ,
there exists log ρ1 P plog ρ´1, log ρq Ă plog r, logRq such that }FAlog ρ1 }L2pNq ď  and hence
J 1pρq ď ´1
ρ
}FAlog ρ}2L2pNq ď ´
1
ρ
}FAlog ρ1 }2L2pNq ď ´
cP
ρ
F plog ρ1q ď ´cP
ρ
F plog ρq ď ´cP
ρ
Jpρq.
Denote δP “ c´1P . Then the above differential inequality implies (4.10). The case when
one or both F plog r ` 1q and F plogR´ 1q are negative can be treated similarly. 
4.3. Diameter bound. To ensure the convergence towards holomorphic curves on the
boundary, we need a further diameter control. We first define the notion of diameter.
Let S ĂH be an open subset and let A be a solution to the ASD equation over S ˆ Σ
identified with a triple pB,φ, ψq. Suppose
sup
zPS
}FBpzq}L2pΣq ď 
for a sufficiently small . Then A projects to a holomorphic map u : S Ñ RΣ. We define
diampA;S ˆ Σq :“ diampupSqq :“ sup
p,qPS
dpuppq, upqqq.
Clearly this notion is gauge invariant. Moreover, if A is a solution to Mr,R for certain
R ą 0, whose restriction to Ann`pr,Rq ˆ Σ is a triple pB,φ, ψq. Suppose
sup
zPAnn`pr,Rq
}FBpzq}L2pΣq ď .
Then we define
diampA;Mr,Rq :“ diampA; IntAnn`pr,Rq ˆ Σq.
Lemma 4.8. There exist C ą 0, T ą 0, and  ą 0 such that, for any solution to the
ASD equation A over M2R with EpAq ď  and R ě T , there holds
diampA;MRq ď C
a
EpA;M2Rq.
Proof. Over the piece B`2R ˆ Σ ĂMR, one can rescale A to a solution A1 to the R-ASD
equation over B`2 ˆ Σ.
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Claim. There exist C ą 0, T ą 0,  ą 0, and t0 P p0, 12q satisfying the following property.
Let A1 be a solution to the R-ASD equation over B`2 ˆ Σ with ERpA1q ď  and R ě T .
Then for all z “ s` it with |s| ď 1 and 0 ă t ď t0, there holds
}A1s}L2ptzuˆΣq ď Ct´1`
1
2
δP
a
ERpA1q.
Proof of the claim. By Corollary 3.16, one has
}A1s}L2ptzuˆΣq ď Ct
a
ERpA1;Btpzq ˆ Σq.
Moreover, by Annulus Lemma II (Proposition 4.7) for some constant C ą 0 and t0 ă 12
(both are independent of A and R) one has
ERpA1;Btpzq ˆ Σq Ă ERpA1;MB`2tpsqq ď Ct
δP ¨ ERpA1q, @0 ă t ď t0.
Therefore }As}L2ptzuˆΣq ď Ct´1`
δP
2
a
ERpA1q. End of the proof of the claim.
Now for each z “ s ` it with |s| ď 1 and 0 ă t ď t0 we would like to estimate the
distance between upsq and upzq. Using a suitable gauge transformation we can assume
ψps` itq “ 0 for all t P r0, t0s. Then
}Bpzq ´Bpsq}L2pΣq ď
ż t0
0
}BτBps` iτq}L2pΣqdt “
ż t0
0
}A1t}L2pΣqdt
“
ż t0
0
}A1s}L2pΣqdt ď C
a
ERpA1q
ż t0
0
t´1`
δP
2 dt ď Ct
δP
2
0
a
EpA;M2Rq.
Moreover, by Lemma 2.14, one has
distpupsq, upzqq ď }NS pBpsqq ´NS pBpzqq}L2pΣq
ď }NS pBpsqq ´Bpsq}L2pΣq ` }Bpsq ´Bpzq}L2pΣq ` }Bpzq ´NS pBpzqq}L2pΣq
ď C
´
}FBpsq}L2pΣq ` }FBpzq}L2pΣq ` t
δP
2
0
a
EpA;M2Rq
¯
.
It is standard to use the energy to bound the norm }FBpzq}L2pΣq. Hence one has
sup
0ătďt0
distpupsq, ups` itqq ď CaEpA;M2Rq.
On the other hand, consider the compact subset
Z1,t0 :“ B`1 r tz | Imz ă t0u Ă IntB`2
one has the interior diameter estimate via the energy from Theorem 3.1 (notice that t0 is
independent of R and A). Then for  sufficiently small, the diameter of upZ1,t0q can be
bounded by
a
EpA;M2Rq. This concludes the lemma. 
4.4. Asymptotic behavior. Now we can prove Theorem 4.1. LetA be an ASD instanton
over M . Denote its restriction to H ˆ Σ by dH ` φds ` ψdt ` B. We first prove the
convergence of the gauge equivalence class rBzs. By the strong Uhlenbeck compactness for
Yang–Mills connections, we know that for each sequence zi Ñ8, there is a subsequence
(still indexed by i) for which rBzis converges in ApQq{GpQq to a limit in RΣ. We would
like to show that the subsequential limit is unique. By Annulus Lemma II (Proposition
4.7), there exist C ą 0 and δP ą 0 such that for r ě 1 there holds
EpA;M rMrq ď Cr´δP .
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Then by the diameter estimate (Lemma 4.8), there exist a constant C ą 0 and sufficiently
large r0 such that for all τ ě log r0, there holds
diam
`
A;Meτ´1,eτ`1
˘ ď CbEpA;Meτ´2,eτ`2q ď Ce´ δP2 τ .
Therefore, one sees that
lim
rÑ8 diampA;M rMrq “ 0.
Hence the subsequential limit of rBzs in RΣ is unique. Denote the limit by b8.
Now we prove the convergence of rAs|M0s as sÑ ˘8. First, the finiteness of energy
implies that
lim
sÑ˘8 }FA}L2prs´1,s`1sˆMq “ 0.
Hence by Uhlenbeck compactness, for any sequence si Ñ ˘8 there is a subsequence
for which the sequence rAsi |M0s converges to a limit in LM Ă ApP0q{GpP0q. Then any
subsequential limit must be in ι´1pb8q. We would like to show that as sÑ `8 or sÑ ´8
the subsequential limit of rAs|M0s is unique. Indeed, if there are two sequences s1i, s2i Ñ `8
such that rAsi |M0s and rAs1i |M0s converges to two different preimages of ι´1pb8q, denoted
by a`, a1` , then since the configuration space ApP0q{GpP0q is Hausdorff (in the quotient
C0-topology) (see Lemma 4.9 below), one can choose two disjoint neighborhoods U,U 1
of a` and a1` and a sequence s2i Ñ `8 with rAs2i |M0s R U 1 Y U2. Then a subsequence
of rAs2i |M0s converges to a limiting flat connection different from a` and a1` . However
since b8 has at most two preimages, this cannot happen. Hence the subsequential limit
of rAs|M0s is unique and hence rAs|M0s converges to a limit a˘ as sÑ ˘8. This finishes
the proof of Theorem 4.1.
The following lemma is used in the previous proof.
Lemma 4.9. The space ApP0q{GpP0q is Hausdorff with respect to the quotient topology
induced from the C0-topology of ApP0q.
Proof. Let A1, A2 P ApP0q which are not gauge equivalent. We claim that for some δ ą 0
inf
gPGpP0q
}g˚A1 ´A2}C0pM0q ą δ.
Suppose this is not the case, then there exists a sequence of smooth gauge transformations
gi such that }gi˚ A1´A2}C0pM0q Ñ 0. Since gi takes value in a compact group SUp2q, this
implies that a subsequence of gi converges to a continuous gauge transformation g on P0.
Moreover, in the weak sense, g˚A1 “ A2. Since both A1 and A2 are smooth, g is also
smooth and hence A1 is gauge equivalent to A2, which contradicts our assumption. Then
define
Ua “
!
A P ApP0q | inf
gPGpP0q
}g˚A´Aa}C0pM0q ă
δ
3
)
{GpP0q, a “ 1, 2.
They are disjoint open neighborhoods of rA1s and rA2s. 
5. Compactness modulo energy blowup
We shall prove a compactness theorem for rescaled ASD equation modulo bubbling.
The following theorem is an analogue of Theorem 3.10. Roughly speaking, with respect
to a given sequence of numbers ρi Ñ `8 which describes the change of scale, a sequence
of ASD instantons over the four-manifold M converges modulo energy blowup at finitely
many points to a (possibly constant) holomorphic map u : H Ñ RΣ with boundary
mapped in to the immersed Lagrangian ιpLM q.
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Theorem 5.1. Let ρi be a sequence of positive numbers diverging to infinity. Suppose
Ai is a sequence of ASD instantons on M with
lim sup
iÑ8
EpAiq ă `8.
Then there exist a subsequence (still indexed by i) and a holomorphic map
u˜8 “ pu8,W8, γ8,m8q,
from H to RΣ with mass (see Definition 2.7) satisfying the following conditions.
(a) For each z P S, one has the convergence
lim
rÑ0 limiÑ8E
`
Ai;Mφρi pBr` pzqq
˘ “ m8pzq. (5.1)
(b) Over H ˆ Σ we write Ai “ dH ` φids ` ψidt ` Bi. Then for any precompact
open subset K ĂH rW8, for i sufficiently large, Bipzq is in the domain of the
Narasimhan–Seshadri map NS 2 (see Definition 2.15) , hence projects down to a
sequence of holomorphic maps ui : φρipKq Ñ RΣ. Further ui ˝ φρi converges to
u8|K in the sense of Definition 2.5.
(c) There is no energy lost in the following sense:
lim
RÑ8 limiÑ8E
`
Ai;MρiR
˘ “ Epu8q ` ż
H
m8. (5.2)
These two theorems motivates the following notion of convergence.
Definition 5.2. Let Ai be a sequence of ASD instantons over M . Let u˜8 be a holo-
morphic map from H to RΣ with mass in the sense of Definition 2.7. Suppose tρiu be a
sequence of positive numbers diverging to 8. Ai is said to converge to u8 along with
tρiu if conditions (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem 5.1 hold.
5.1. Energy blowup threshold. First one can define another notion of energy concen-
tration.
Definition 5.3 (Energy blowup). Let ρi,Ai satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 5.1. For
each w PH, we say that energy blows up at w if
lim
rÑ0 lim supiÑ8
E
`
Ai;Mφρi pBr` pwqq
˘ ą 0.
Similar to Lemma 3.13, one has a positive threshold of the energy concentration.
Lemma 5.4. There exists ~ ą 0 satisfying the following property. Let ρi and Ai be as in
Theorem 5.1. Then for all w PH there holds
lim
rÑ0 lim supiÑ8
E
`
Ai;Mφρi pBr` pwqq
˘ P t0u Y r~,`8q. (5.3)
Proof. If energy concentrates at w P IntH, then (5.3) follows from Lemma 3.13. When
energy concentrates at a point on the boundary of H , the proof is similar to that Lemma
3.13 by using Annulus Lemma II (Proposition 4.7). 
One can use the threshold to select a subsequence for which energy concentration
happens at only finitely many points in a way similar to the proof of Theorem 3.10. Hence
one can assume for a subsequence (still indexed by i) energy concentrates at points of a
finite subset W8 ĂH and a bubbling measure m8 : H Ñ r0,`8q supported over W8
satisfying (5.1).
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5.2. Constructing the limiting holomorphic curve. Next we construct the limiting
holomorphic curve. For any precompact open subset
K ĂH rW8
(which may intersect the boundary of H), we claim that
lim
iÑ8 supzPφρi pKq
}FBipzq}L2pΣq “ 0. (5.4)
Indeed if this is not true, then some subsequence will bubble off an R4-instanton, an
instanton over C ˆΣ, or an instanton over M , contradicting that no energy concentrates
at points away from W8. Then for i sufficiently large, Bipzq is in the domain of the
Narasimhan–Seshadri map NS 2 : A1,2 pQq Ñ RΣ. By Proposition 2.17, the map
ui : φρipKq Ñ RΣ, uipzq :“ NS 2pBipzqq
is holomorphic. Denote the reparametrized holomorphic maps by
u1i :“ ui ˝ φρi : K Ñ RΣ.
One can choose a subsequence (still indexed by i) and an exhausting sequence of precom-
pact open subsets Ki ĂH rW8 such that u1i is defined over Ki.
Lemma 5.5. There is a subsequence of u1i which converges to a holomorphic map u8 :
H rW8 Ñ RΣ in the sense of Definition 2.5. Moreover, the energy density function eρi
of A1i converges to the energy density of u8 in C0locpIntH rW8q.
Proof. By applying Lemma 3.14, for all precompact open subset K Ă IntH rW8 away
from the boundary, one has
lim sup
iÑ8
}eρi}L8pKq ă 8. (5.5)
Then by Theorem 3.2, a subsequence of u1i (still indexed by i) converges to a holomorphic
map u8 : IntH r W8 Ñ RΣ in C8locpIntH r W8q and the rescaled energy density
function converges in C0locpIntH r W8q to the energy density of u8. To prove the
boundary convergence, we need to verify that there is no diameter blowup along the
boundary. Indeed, by the fact that no energy blowup happens in H rW8 and Lemma
4.8 there holds
lim
rÑ0 lim supiÑ8
diampu1pBr` pzqqq “ 0, @z P BH rW8.
Then by Proposition 2.6 the map u8 extends continuously to the boundary and u1i
converges to u8 in the sense of Definition 2.5. 
We would like to use Gromov’s removal of singularity theorem to extend the limiting
holomorphic map over the bubbling points. We first show that the limit u8 satisfies the
Lagrangian boundary condition.
Lemma 5.6. The holomorphic map u8 maps the boundary of H rW8 into ιpLM q.
Proof. For each s P BH rW8, since there is no energy blow up at s, one has
lim
iÑ8 }FAi,s}L2pM0q “ 0.
Then there is a subsequence of Ai,s (still indexed by i) which converges modulo gauge
transformation to a flat connection A8,s on M0. Since the map induced from boundary
restriction
ApP0q{GpP0q Ñ ApQq{GpQq
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is continuous, one has
lim
iÑ8rBi,ss “ limiÑ8rAi,s|Σs “
´
lim
iÑ8rAi,ss
¯
|Σ P ιpLM q.
On the other hand, since }FBi,s}L8pΣq Ñ 0, the point uipsq P RΣ has a flat connection
representative which is arbitrarily L2-close to Bi,s. Since uipsq converges to u8psq, u8psq
agrees with the above limit which is in ιpLM q. 
Lemma 5.7. There is a subsequence (still indexed by i) such that for all s P BH rW8,
the sequence rAi;ss converges in ApP0q{GpP0q to a flat connection on P0 ÑM0.
Proof. Pick one point sα P Iα for each connected component Iα Ă BH rW8. Then for
the finitely many chosen points zα, we can find a subsequence of Ai, still indexed by i,
such that rAi;sαs converges to rAsαs for all α. Then consider the sets
Iα˚ “
!
s P Iα | rAi;ss converges in ApP0q{GpP0q
)
.
Then sα P Iα˚. Notice that, by the proof of Lemma 5.6, for each s P Iα˚ one has
u8psq “ ιp lim
iÑ8rAi,ssq. (5.6)
The lemma follows if we can show that Iα˚ is both open and closed. Moreover, if u8psq is
not a double point of ιpLM q, then s P Iα˚.
We prove Iα˚ is open. Suppose this is not the case. Then there exist s
˚ P Iα˚ and
a sequence sk R Iα˚ with sk Ñ s˚. We claim that u8ps˚q is a double point. If it is
not the case, then since u8 is continuous, for large k, u8pskq is not a double point,
which is a contradiction. It also implies that u8pskq “ u8ps˚q for all large k. Assume
ι´1pu8ps˚qq “ trA1s, rA2su and assume that rAi;s˚s converges to rA1s. Then for each k,
there is a subsequence ik of i such that rAik;sks converges to rA2s. By Lemma 4.9 which
says the space ApP0q{GpP0q is Hausdorff, we can choose disjoint open neighborhoods
U 1,U2 Ă ApP0q{GpP0q. Then for each k, we can choose ik inductively such that 1)
ik`1 ą ik; 2) rAik;s˚s P U 1; 3) rAik;sks P U2. Then there exists a point wk between s˚
and sk such that rAik;wks R U 1 Y U2. Hence a subsequence (still indexed by k) of rAik;wks
converges to a point in LM which is neither rA1s or rA2s. Denote rBik;wks “ rAik;wks|BM0 .
Then this convergence implies
lim
kÑ8u
1
ik
pwkq “ lim
kÑ8rBik;wks R ιpU
1 Y U2 X LM q (5.7)
which is different from u8ps˚q. This contradicts the convergence u1i towards u8 and the
continuity of u8. This proves the openness of Iα˚.
We prove Iα˚ is closed. Suppose this is not the case. Then there exists s
˚ R Iα˚ and
a sequence sk P Iα˚ with sk Ñ s˚. Then u8ps˚q is a double point of ιpLM q. Assume
ι´1pu8ps˚qq “ trA1s, rA2su and let U 1,U2 Ă ApP0q{GpP0q be disjoint open neighborhoods
of rA1s and rA2s. Then there must be a subsequence of sk (still indexed by k), and one of
U 1 and U2, say U 1, such that for all k,
lim
iÑ8rAi;sks P U
1.
By (5.6) and the non-convergence of rAi,s˚s, there must also be a subsequence of i (still
indexed by i), such that
lim
iÑ8rAi;s˚s P U
2.
Then for each k, one can find ik such that
rAik;sks P U 1, rAik;s˚s P U2.
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Choose a sequence ik such that ik`1 ą ik. Then since U 1 and U2 are disjoint, one can
find for each k a point wk between z
˚ and zk with
rAik;wks R U 1 Y U2.
Denote rBik;wks “ rAik;wks|BM0 . Then (5.7) still holds and one derives the same contra-
diction. This proves the closedness of Iα˚. 
It follows from Lemma 5.7 that the boundary map can be defined.
Corollary 5.8. There exist a map γ8 : BHrW8 Ñ LM and a subsequence (still indexed
by i) such that
lim
iÑ8rAi;zs “ γ8pzq, @z P BH rW8 (5.8)
and
u8|BHrW8 “ ι ˝ γ8.
Lemma 5.9. γ8 is continuous.
Proof. Left to the reader. 
Corollary 5.10. The holomorphic map u8 : H rW8 Ñ RΣ extends to a holomorphic
map with immersed Lagrangian boundary condition with mass, denoted by
u˜8 “ pu8, γ8,W8,m8q.
Proof. For each point w P W8 X IntH, by Gromov theorem of removal of singularity,
u8 extends smoothly over w. On the other hand, given w P W8 X BH and consider
a punctured neighborhood of w that is biholomorphic to a strip p0,`8q ˆ r0, pis with
coordinates ps, tq. Then by the standard elliptic estimate for holomorphic maps with
Lagrangian boundary condition, one can prove that the length of the paths u8ps, ¨q
converges to zero. Hence the pair of points pγ8ps, 0q, γ8ps, piqq is either close to the
diagonal of LM or is close to an ordered double point. In either case one can define a local
action for the path u8ps, ¨q and this path satisfies the isoperimetric inequality similar to
[MS04, Theorem 4.4.1 (ii)]. The isoperimetric inequality implies that as s Ñ `8, the
paths u8ps, ¨q converge to a constant path. Hence u8 extends continuously to w. 
5.3. Conservation of energy. To finish proving Theorem 5.1, one needs to verify the
conservation of energy.
Lemma 5.11. There holds
lim
RÑ8 limiÑ8EpAi;MρiRq “ Epu8q `
ÿ
wPW8
m8pwq.
Proof. To simplify the notations, assume that W8 contains only one point t0u P BH and
there is no energy lost at infinity, i.e.,
lim
iÑ8EpAiq “ limRÑ8 limiÑ8EpAi;MρiRq.
The proof of the general case can be derived easily from the proof of the special case,
which we are going to present.
Recall the closed three-manifold N and the SOp3q-bundle PN Ñ N . For any positive
number r, the restriction of Ai to BMρir can be identified with a piecewise smooth
connection Ai;r on PN Ñ N . Then by the energy identity (Lemma 2.1) and the definition
of energy concentration, one has
lim
iÑ8EpAiq “ m8p0q ` limrÑ0,RÑ8 limiÑ8CS prAi;rs, rAr,Rsq
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where the last term is the Chern–Simons functional associated to the four-manifold with
boundary Mr,R (and the SOp3q-bundle over it). On the other hand, for each pair 0pr,Rq,
the holomorphic map u8 defines piecewise smooth connections Ar, AR P Ap.s.pPN q whose
gauge equivalence classes are well-defined. Then by Proposition 2.19, one has
Epu8q “ lim
rÑ0,RÑ8CS prArs, rARsq.
Then by the property of Chern–Simons functional, to prove (5.2), it suffices to show that
lim
rÑ0 limiÑ8CS prArs, rAi;rsq “ 0 (5.9)
and
lim
RÑ8 limiÑ8CS prARs, rAi;Rsq “ 0. (5.10)
We will only prove (5.9) as follows. The proof of (5.10) is similar.
First, the evaluation of u8 at the origin defines a gauge equivalence class of flat
connections rA0s P Ap.s.pPN q{Gp.s.pPN q. One can use the finiteness of the energy of u8
to see that
lim
rÑ0 CS prA0s, rArsq “ 0.
Hence it suffices to prove that
lim
rÑ0 limiÑ8CS prA0s, rAi;rsq “ 0. (5.11)
Second, we would like to identify the relative Chern–Simons action CS prA0s, rAi;rsq
with the local action defined by Definition 4.5. Indeed, the gauge equivalence class rA0s
can be identified with a pair
pp, qq :“ prA0|N´s, rA0|N`sq P LN Ă LM ˆ LM Ă
`ApP0q{GpP0q˘ˆ `ApP0q{GpP0q˘.
For all d ą 0, let U˘d Ă ApP0q{GpP0q be the d-neighborhood of rA˘0 s with respect to the
quotient C0-metric on N˘ (see Lemma 4.9). Then one can choose δ ą 0 small enough
such that pU´3δ ˆU`3δq XLN Ă LN only intersect the connected component of pp, qq in LN .
Next we prove the following claim.
Claim. For any ε ą 0, there exists rε ą 0 such that for all r1 P p0, rεq, one has
sup
r1ďrďrε
lim sup
iÑ8
´
}FAi;r}L4pN´YN`q ` l2pAi;rq
¯
ď ε.
Proof of the claim. The smallness of }FAi;r}L4pN´YN`q follows from the fact that no energy
blows up and the -regularity of the Yang–Mills equation. The smallness of l2pAi;rq follows
from the Annulus Lemma II (Proposition 4.7) and the diameter estimate of Lemma 4.8.
End of the proof of the claim.
Then for each r P p0, rεs, for sufficiently large i, there exists a nearby flat connection
Ai˚;r on PN satisfying conditions of Lemma 4.4, which grants the definition of a local
action FlocpAi;rq. Moreover, if we abandon the conditions (4.2) and (4.3), then from the
proof of Lemma 4.4 and the bound proved in the above claim, there is a smooth flat
connection gauge equivalent to Ai˚;r (still denoted by Ai˚;r) such that
}Ai;r ´Ai˚;r}W 1,4pN´YN`q ď Cε.
Then by the Sobolev embedding W 1,4 Ñ C0 in dimension three, for ε sufficiently small, r
sufficiently small, and i sufficiently big, one has
distC0prAi;r|N˘s, rAi˚;r|N˘sq ă δ.
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On the other hand, by the property of the pseudoholomorphic curve u8 and its boundary
map γ8, for r sufficiently small, one has
distC0pγ8p´rq, rA0|N´sq ` dpγ8prq, rA0|N`sq ă δ.
Further, by the convergence rAi,˘r|N´s Ñ γ8p˘rq, for sufficiently large i, one has
distC0prAi;r|N˘s, γ8p˘rqq ă δ.
It follows that
distC0prAi˚;r|N˘s, rA0|N˘sq ă 3δ.
Therefore, rAi˚;rs and rA0s lies in the same connected component of LN . Hence
FlocpAi;rq “ CS prA0s, rAi;rsq.
By the annulus lemma II, one has that
lim
rÑ0 lim supiÑ8
FlocpAi;rq “ 0.
Hence (5.11) and therefore (5.9) follow. 
6. Stable scaled instantons
In this section we define the Gromov–Uhlenbeck convergence for ASD instantons. In
fact we define a notion called stable scaled instantons, which is a combination of stable
maps in symplectic geometry and “instantons with Dirac measures” in gauge theory. The
combinatorial model of trees is also used in the study of the vortex equation (see for
example [WX17] [WX]) and holomorphic quilts (see [BW18]).
6.1. Trees. Let us fix a few notations. A tree, usually denoted by Γ, consists of a set
of vertices VΓ and a set of edges EΓ. One can associate to each tree a 1-complex whose
0-cells are vertices and whose 1-cells are edges. A rooted tree is a tree Γ together with a
distinguished vertex v8 P VΓ called the root. A rooted subtree of a rooted tree pΓ, v8q
is a subtree which contains v8. A ribbon tree is a tree Γ together with an isotopy class
of embeddings of Γ into the complex plane. A based tree is a tree Γ with a rooted
subtree Γ with Γ equipped with the structure of a ribbon tree. The subtree Γ is called
the base of Γ. We remark that in the context of stable holomorphic disks, vertices in the
base correspond to disk components and vertices not in the base correspond to sphere
components.
We only consider rooted trees and often skip the term “rooted.” Notice that the root
v8 P VΓ induces a natural partial order ď among all vertices: v ď v1 if v is closer to the
root v8. We write v1 ą v if v ď v1 and v, v1 are adjacent; in this case we denote the
corresponding edge by e “ ev1ąv P EΓ.
Definition 6.1. Consider the set t1,8u ordered as 1 ď 8. A scaling on a based tree Γ
is a map s : VΓ Ñ t1,8u satisfying the following condition.
‚ Denote V 1Γ “ s´1p1q and V 8Γ “ s´1p8q. Then V 8Γ forms a (possibly empty) rooted
subtree of Γ and vertices in V 1Γ are all disconnected from each other.
A based tree Γ with a scale s is called a scaled tree.
Each vertex of a scaled tree is supposed to support an instanton or a holomorphic map
over a certain domain, which we specify as follows. Consider a scaled tree Γ “ pΓ, sq
with possibly empty base Γ. For each v P VΓ, define Mv “ R ˆ M , Sv “ H, and
Sv “ H Y t8u – D2; for each v P VΓ r VΓ, define Mv “ C ˆ Σ, Sv “ C, and
Sv “ C Yt8u – S2. For each v, there is an SOp3q-bundle Pv ÑMv specified previously.
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Definition 6.2. A stable scaled instanton modelled on a scaled tree pΓ, sq consists of
a collection
C “
´ pav,mvq | v P V 1Γ (,  we | e P EΓ(,  uv “ puv,Wv, γvq | v P V 8Γ (¯
where the symbols denote the following objects.
‚ For each v P V 1Γ , av is a gauge equivalence class of ASD instantons on Pv ÑMv
and mv is a positive measure on Mv.
‚ For each edge e “ ev1ąv P EΓ, we is a point in Sv.
‚ For each v P V 8Γ , Wv is the subset of Sv defined by
Wv :“ twe | e “ ev1ąv P EΓu (6.1)
and uv is a holomorphic map from Sv to RΣ with boundary in ιpLM q (see Definition
2.7).
These objects also satisfy the following conditions.
(a) If e “ ev1ąv P EΓ, then we P BSv.
(b) For every v P V 8Γ , the collection of points defining Wv are distinct.
(c) The measure mv takes value in 4pi
2Z.
(d) (Matching Condition) For each interior edge e “ ev1ąv P EΓrEΓ the evaluation
at infinity of av1 or uv1 , which is a point of RΣ, is equal to the evaluation of uv
at we. For each boundary edge e “ ev1ąv P EΓ the evaluation at infinity of av1 or
uv1 , which is a point in LN – LM YRLM (see Definition 2.7 and Theorem 4.1), is
equal to the transpose of evwepuvq.
(e) (Stability Condition) If av has zero energy, then mv ‰ 0; if v P V 8Γ and u is a
constant map, then the number of boundary nodal points plus twice of the interior
nodal points attached to Sv is at least two; if v P V 8Γ r V 8Γ and uv is a constant
map, then the number of nodal points on Sv is at least two.
A typical configuration of a stable scaled instanton is shown in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1. A typical stable scaled instanton with eight components.
The dark regions are holomorphic curve components while the corners are
where the curves meet the double points of immersed Lagrangian. The
white regions are instanton components: the two on the left are instantons
over RˆM and the one on the right (the teardrop) is an instanton over
C ˆ Σ.
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One can see that on the combinatorial level a stable scaled instanton is very similar to a
stable affine vortex over C (when Γ is baseless) or over H (when Γ has a nonempty base).
These two constructions appeared in [Zil14] and [WX17] respectively. We can define a
notion of equivalence among stable scaled instantons by incorporating the translation
symmetry of ASD instantons and the conformal invariance of holomorphic maps. The
details are left to the reader. It is then easy to check that the automorphism group of a
stable scaled instanton is trivial.
6.2. Sequential convergence. Now we define in what sense a sequence of ASD in-
stantons over M “ R ˆ M can converge (degenerate) to a stable scaled instanton.
Let
C “
´ pav,mvq | v P V 1Γ (,  we | e P EΓ(,  uv | v P V 8Γ (¯
be a stable scaled instanton modelled on a based scaled tree pΓ, sq. For each v P V 8Γ , we
have the set of nodes Wv Ă Sv defined by (6.1). Then we can define a measure mv on Sv
supported in Wv as follows. For each we PWβ with e “ ev1ąv, the mass mv at we is the
sum of the energy of all components in C labelled by v2 P VΓ with v2 ě v1. Denote
u˜v “ puv,mvq
which is a holomorphic curve with mass (see discussion after Definition 2.7).
Definition 6.3. Let ai “ rAis be a sequence of gauge equivalence classes of ASD
instantons on P ÑM . Let Γ be a based scaled tree. Let
C “
´ pav,mvq | v P V 1Γ (,  we | e P EΓ(,  uv | v P V 8Γ (¯
be a stable scaled instanton. We say that ai converges (modulo gauge transformation) to
C if the following conditions are satisfied.
(a) For each v P V 1Γ , there exist a sequence of real translations φi,vpzq “ z ` Zi,v
such that φi˚,vai converges in the Uhlenbeck sense to pav,mvq over the manifold
Mv “ RˆM (see Definition 2.2).
(b) For each v P V 1Γ r V 1Γ , there exist a sequence of complex translations φi,vpzq “
z ` Zi,v satisfying the following properties.
(i) ImZi,v Ñ `8;
(ii) Viewing φi,v as a diffeomorphism from C ˆ Σ to itself, for all sufficiently
large R ą 0, φi˚,vpai|φi,vpBRqˆΣq converges to pav|BRˆΣ,mv|BRˆΣq in the
Uhlenbeck sense.
(c) For each v P V 8Γ , there exists a sequence of real affine transformations φi,vpzq “
ρi,vpz ` Zi,vq satisfying the following properties.
(i) ρi,v P R, Zi,v P R, ρi,v Ñ `8;
(ii) Denoting the translation z ÞÑ z ` Zi,v by ψi,v and viewing it as a diffeomor-
phism from M to itself, ψi˚,vai converges to u˜v along with tρi,vu in the sense
of Definition 5.2.
(d) For each v P V 8Γ r V 8Γ , there exist a sequence of complex affine transformations
φi,vpzq “ ρi,vpz ` Zi,vq satisfying the following properties.
(i) ρi,v P R, Zi,v P C, ρi,v Ñ `8, and ImZi,v Ñ `8;
(ii) Denoting the translation z ÞÑ z`Zi,v to be ψi,v and viewing it as a diffeomor-
phism from CˆΣ to itself, then for all sufficiently big R ą 0, the sequence of
pullbacks ψi˚,vpai|φi,vpBRqˆΣq, which are instantons over Bρi,vRˆΣ, converge
to u˜v|BR along with tρi,vu in the sense of Definition 3.11.
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(e) For each edge e “ ev1ąv P EΓ, the map φ´1i,v ˝ φi,v1 from Sv1 to Sv converges
uniformly with all derivatives to the constant we P Sv.
(f) There is no energy lost, i.e.,
lim
iÑ8EpAiq “
ÿ
vPV8Γ
Epuvq `
ÿ
vPV 1Γ
´
Epavq ` |mv|
¯
.
Now we state the precise form of the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 6.4. Given a sequence of ASD instantons on RˆM with uniformly bounded
energy, there exists a subsequence which converges to a stable scaled instanton in the sense
of Definition 6.3.
The rest of this paper provides a proof of Theorem 6.4.
Remark 6.5. It is easy to extend our definitions and our compactness theorem to the
case of instantons over C ˆ Σ. For example, when Γ is a scaled tree with empty base,
the object defined in Definition 6.2 is a possible limiting configuration of a sequence of
instantons over C ˆ Σ. One can state and prove an analogue of Theorem 6.4 for such
instantons in a routine way.
7. Proof of the compactness theorem
Now we start to prove the compactness theorem (Theorem 6.4). We first give a few
remarks containing certain conventions and simplifications which we will follow in our
proof.
Remark 7.1.
(a) Reset the value of ~ ą 0 such that it is smaller than the following quantities.
(i) The energy of each nonconstant holomorphic spheres in RΣ.
(ii) The energy of each nonconstant holomorphic disks in RΣ with boundary in
ιpLM q which have at most two switching points (see Definition 2.7).
(iii) The energy of each nontrivial ASD instanton over C ˆΣ (see Theorem 3.9).
(iv) The energy of each nontrivial ASD instanton over RˆM (see Theorem 4.3).
(v) The threshold of energy concentration given by Lemma 3.13 and Lemma
5.4.
(b) From now on we fix a sequence of ASD instantons Ai P ApP q satisfying
sup
i
EpAiq ă `8.
By Theorem 4.3, we may assume that
EpAiq ě ~ p@i ě 1q. (7.1)
(c) It is also convenient to fix the ambiguity caused by the translation invariance. For
each i ě 1 and Z P R, let R “ RpZq be the minimal real number satisfying
E
`
Ai;M rMB`RpZq
˘ “ ~
2
.
By the decay of energy, when Z approaches to ˘8, the RpZq satisfying the
above condition approaches to 8. It is also easy to see that RpZq depends on Z
continuously. Then one can choose for each i a number Zi (which might not be
unique) such that Ri “ RpZiq is smallest possible. Then by using a translation of
M in the R-direction, we may assume Zi “ 0 for all i. Hence one has
E
`
Ai;M rMRi
˘ “ ~
2
. (7.2)
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(d) We need to construct a stable scaled instanton
C “
´ pav,mvq | v P V 1Γ (,  we | e P EΓ(,  uv | v P V 8Γ (¯
where Γ “ pΓ, sq is a based scaled tree. We will also construct transformations φi,v
which satisfy conditions of Definition 6.3. Our construction is inductive, similar to
how this is carried out in [WX17]. We will first construct the root component v8,
which typically supports a holomorphic disk uv8 from H to RΣ (unless we are
in a special case where v8 supports an ASD instanton), together with the affine
transformation φi,v8 : H ÑH and the bubbling points Wv8 ĂH. Then at each
w PWv8 where a positive amount of energy is left over, we use the “soft-rescaling”
method to construct the next vertex attached to v8. Whether this vertex supports
an instanton or a holomorphic curve depends on the rate of energy concentration
near the point w.
Now we start our construction of the limiting object. By taking a subsequence, we may
assume that either Ri stays bounded or diverges to infinity. We first prove that there is
no energy concentrating in the area further away from MB`Ri
.
Proposition 7.2. For any ρi with ρi " R, one has
lim
iÑ8E
`
Ai;M rMρi
˘ “ 0. (7.3)
Proof. Follows from the Annulus Lemma II (Proposition 4.7). 
7.1. Constructing the root component. Now we are going to construct the root
component of the limiting object. A simple situation is when Ri is bounded. Then by
Theorem 2.3, a subsequence of Ai converges to an ASD instanton A8 with a bubbling
measure m8 in the Uhlenbeck sense. Then prA8s,m8q is the limiting object. Indeed,
the scaled tree underlying this limiting object has only one vertex, and Proposition 7.2 is
equivalent to the no-energy-lost condition of Definition 6.3.
From now on we assume that Ri is unbounded and we take a subsequence such that
Ri diverges to infinity. Then by applying Theorem 5.1 for Ri and Ai, one obtains a
subsequence (still indexed by i) and a holomorphic curve with mass u˜8 “ pu8,m8q from
H to RΣ such that Ai converges to u˜8 along with tRiu in the sense of Definition 5.2.
Proposition 7.2 and (5.2) imply that
lim
iÑ8EpAiq “ Epu8q ` |m8|. (7.4)
We would like to show that this limiting component is stable.
Lemma 7.3. If u8 is a constant map, the support of m8 contains either an interior
point of H, or contains at least two points in the boundary of H.
Proof. The assumption (7.1) and the equality (7.4) imply that if u8 is constant, then
W8 “ Suppm8 ‰ H. Suppose W8 Ă BH and contains only one element w0. Then all
energy is concentrated at w0, which means that
lim
rÑ0 limiÑ8E
´
Ai;M rMφRi pBr` pw0qq
¯
“ 0.
Since the total energy is at least ~, there exists a sequence of ri Ñ 0 such that for all i
sufficiently large,
E
´
Ai;M rMφRi pBr`i pw0qq
¯
“ E
´
Ai;M rMB`riRi pRiw0q
¯
“ ~
2
.
Since riRi ! Ri, this contradicts the choice of Ri (see (c) of Remark 7.1). 
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7.2. Soft rescaling. What we have done is constructing the root component of the
limiting stable scaled instanton. Next we inductively construct all other components
using the “soft-rescaling” method. The soft-rescaling is similar to that of [MS04, Section
4.7], which was also used in [Fra08] and [WX17]. Let v8 denote the root component and
m8 the bubble measure. Suppose
W8 “ Suppm8 “ twk | k “ 1, . . . , k8u.
For each wk P Suppmv, one has that
lim
rÑ0 limiÑ8E
´
Ai;φRipMBr` pwkqq
¯
“ m8pwkq ě ~. (7.5)
Then choose r0 ą 0 such that B2r0pwkqXW8 “ twku and for sufficiently big i there holds
m8pwkq ´ ~
4
ď E
´
Ai;φRipMBr`0 pwkqq
¯
“ E
´
Ai;MB`Rir0 pRiwkq
¯
ď m8pwkq ` ~
4
.
Then for each w P Br0pwkq and i, one there exists ripwq ą 0 such that
E
ˆ
Ai;φRipMB`
ripwqpwq
q
˙
“ m8pwkq ´ ~
2
.
Notice that the minimal ripwq depends continuously on w. Therefore, one chooses
wi,k P Br0pwkq such that
ri,k :“ ripwi,kq “ min
wPBr0 pwkq
ripwq. (7.6)
Since energy concentrates at w0, wi,k converges to wk and ripwi,kq converges to zero. The
point wi,k can be viewed as the point near wk where energy concentrates in the fastest
rate (an analogue of the local maximum of the energy density).
The following argument bifurcates in different cases. Suppose
wi,k “ si,k ` iti,k.
By choosing a suitable subsequence, we are in one of the following situations.
Case I. Suppose we are in the situation where
wk P IntH, lim
iÑ8 ri,kRi ă 8. (7.7)
Then choose a sequence ρi Ñ 8 but grows slower than Ri. Then when i is large,
BρipRiwi,kq Ă C is contained in the upper half plane. Define the sequence of translations
on C by
φi,kpzq “ z `Riwi,k.
Via φi,k, the sequence of restrictions of Ai to BρipRiwi,kq ˆ Σ can be identified with
a sequence A1i,k of solutions to the ASD equation over Bρi ˆ Σ. The total energy of
A1i,k is uniformly bounded, hence a subsequence (still indexed by i) converges in the
Uhlenbeck sense to a limiting ASD instanton Ak over C ˆ Σ with a bubbling measure
mk on Mk :“ C ˆ Σ.
We prove that no energy is lost.
Lemma 7.4. There holds
m8pwkq “ EpAkq `
ż
Mk
mk.
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Proof. Choose  ą 0. By assumption, there exists r ą 0 such that for i sufficiently large,
there holds
E
´
A1i,k;BRir ˆ Σ
¯
ď m8pwkq ` .
Then the Uhlenbeck convergence A1i,k Ñ pAk,mkq implies that
EpAkq ` |mk| “ lim
RÑ8 limiÑ8E
´
A1i,k;BR ˆ Σ
¯
ď lim
iÑ8E
´
Ai,k;BRir ˆ Σ
¯
ď m8pwkq ` .
On the other hand, we claim that when  is small enough, there exists τ ą 0 such that
E
´
A1i,k;Bτ ˆ Σ
¯
ě m8pwkq ´ 2. (7.8)
If this is not true, then there exist a sequence τi Ñ8 such that
E
´
A1i,k;Bτi ˆ Σ
¯
“ m8pwkq ´ 2.
There are also a sequence τ 1i ą τi which grows slower than Ri such that
E
´
A1i,k;Bτ 1i ˆ Σ
¯
“ m8pwkq ´ .
Hence
E
´
A1i,k; pBτ 1i rBτiq ˆ Σ
¯
“ . (7.9)
On the other hand, choose R0 ą 1 which is bigger than the limit of ri,kRi. Then one has
E
´
A1i,k; pBRir rBR0q ˆ Σ
¯
“ E
´
A1i,k;BRir ˆ Σ
¯
´ E
´
A1i,k;BR0 ˆ Σ
¯
ď E
´
A1i,k;BRir ˆΣ
¯
´E
´
A1i,k;Bri,kRiˆΣ
¯
ď m8pwkq` ´pm8pwkq´ ~
2
q “ ~
2
` .
The conformal radius of BRir r BR0 diverges to infinity; one also has τi{R0 Ñ 8,
τ 1i{Rir Ñ 0. Hence when  is small enough, (7.9) contradicts the annulus lemma for loops
(Lemma 3.8). Therefore the claim of the existence of τ satisfying (7.8) is true. Then one
has
EpAkq ` |mk| ě lim
iÑ8E
´
A1i,k;Bτ ˆ Σ
¯
ě mvpwkq ´ 2.
Since  can be arbitrary small number, this lemma is proved. 
The following lemma follows directly from Lemma 7.4.
Lemma 7.5. If Ak is a trivial instanton, then mk ‰ 0.
Case II. Suppose we are in the situation where
wk P BH, lim
iÑ8pri,k ` ti,kqRi ă 8.
Then choose a sequence ρi Ñ8 but grows slower than Ri. Define the sequence of real
translations by
φi,kpzq “ z `Risi,k.
Via φi,k, the sequence of restrictions of Ai to MBρ`i pRisi,kq can be identified with a sequence
A1i,k of solutions to the ASD equation overMBρ`i . The energy ofA
1
i,k is uniformly bounded.
Then a subsequence of A1i,k converges in the Uhlenbeck sense to an ASD instanton A1k
over Mk “M “ RˆM with a bubbling measure mk. Similar to Lemma 7.4, one use
the annulus lemma for paths (Lemma 3.13) to prove that no energy is lost, i.e.,
m8pwkq “ EpAkq `
ż
Mk
mk.
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Similar to the above case, one has the following facts.
Lemma 7.6. If Ak is trivial, then mk ‰ 0.
Case III. Suppose we are in the situation where
wk P IntH, lim
iÑ8 τi,k :“ limiÑ8 ri,kRi “ 8.
In this case, choose a sequence ρi Ñ 8 which grows faster than τi,k but slower than
Ri. Then when i is large, the disk BρipRiwi,kq Ă C is contained in the upper half plane.
Define a sequence of affine transformations φi,k and a sequence of translations ψi,k by
φi,kpzq “ τi,k
ˆ
z ` wi,k
ri,k
˙
, ψi,kpzq “ z ` wi,k
ri,k
.
Via ψi,k, the sequence of restrictions of Ai to BρipRiwi,kq ˆ Σ can be identified with
a sequence A1i,k of solutions to the ASD equation over Bρi ˆ Σ. By Theorem 3.10 a
subsequence of A1i converges modulo bubbling to a holomorphic map u˜k “ puk,mkq with
mass from C to RΣ along with the sequence tτi,ku. Using similar method as proving
Lemma 7.4 one can prove that
m8pwkq “ Epukq `
ż
C
mk.
Lemma 7.7. When uk is a constant, the support of mk contains at least two points.
Proof. If this is not the case, then mk is supported at a single point z0 P C with
mkpz0q “ m8pwkq. This implies that
lim
rÑ8 limiÑ8E
´
A1i,k;Brτi,kpz0q ˆ Σ
¯
“ mkpz0q “ m8pwkq.
Since mkpz0q ě ~, there is a sequence δi Ñ 0 such that for large i
E
´
A1i,k;Bδiτi,kpz0q ˆ Σ
¯
“ E
´
Ai;φRipMBr1
i
pwi,k`z0qq
¯
“ m8pwkq ´ ~
2
.
Here
r1i “
δiτi,k
Ri
“ δiri,k
which is smaller than ri,k. This contradicts the choice of wi,k and ri,k (see (7.6)). Hence
the support of mk contains at least two points. 
Case IV. Suppose we are in the situation where
wk P BH, lim
iÑ8 τi,k :“ limiÑ8Ripri,k ` ti,kq “ 8. (7.10)
Define the sequence of affine transformations φi,k and translations ψi,k by
φi,kpzq “ τi,kpz `Risi,kq, ψi,kpzq “ z `Risi,k
Denote the pull-back of Ak via ψi,k by A
1
i,k, which are still ASD instantons over M .
Without loss of generality, we may assume that Risi,k “ 0 for all i. Then by Theorem
5.1, a subsequence of A1i,k (still indexed by iq converges to a holomorphic map with mass
u˜k “ puk,mkq from H to RΣ along with the sequence tτi,ku. Moreover, one has
lim
RÑ8 limiÑ8E
´
A1i,k;Mφτi,k pB`Rq
¯
“ Epukq `
ż
H
mk.
As before one can prove that the left hand side above is m8pwkq.
Lemma 7.8. Suppose uk is a constant map.
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(a) If lim
iÑ8 ti,k{ri,k ă 8, then Suppmk contains at least two points;
(b) If lim
iÑ8 ti,k{ri,k “ 8, then Suppmk contains at least one point in the interior of H.
Proof. Suppose lim
iÑ8 ti,k{ri,k ă 8 and Suppmk contains only one point z0 P H with
mkpz0q “ m8pwkq. This implies that
lim
rÑ0 limiÑ8E
´
A1i,k;Mφτi,k pBr` pz0qq
¯
“ m8pwkq.
Then there exists a sequence δi Ñ 0 satisfying
E
´
Ai;MφRi pB`τi,kδi{Ri pτi,kz0{Riqq
¯
“ E
´
A1i,k;Mφτi,k pB`δi pz0qq
¯
“ m8pwkq ´ ~
2
.
However we have
τi,kδi
Ri
“ δipri,k ` ti,kq ! ri,k,
which contradicts the choice of ri,k (see (7.6)).
On the other hand, suppose lim
iÑ8 ti,k{ri,k “ 8. Then τi,k " ri,kRi. Still assume for
simplicity that si,k “ Rewi,k “ 0. Then for any r ą 0, for i sufficiently large, the disk
centered at Riwi,k “ iRiti,k of radius ri,kRi is contained in the disk centered at iτi,k of
radius rτi,k. This implies that mk is supported at the single point i P IntH. 
The above discussion of four different cases allows us to inductively construct the
limiting object. The process stops after finitely many steps due to the energy quantization
phenomenon. This finishes the construction of a collection of ASD instantons with
measures prAvs,mvq, a collection of holomorphic maps uv from Sv to RΣ with boundary
lying in ιpLM q. They satisfy
lim
iÑ8EpAiq “
ÿ
vPV 1Γ
´
EpAvq ` |mv|
¯
`
ÿ
vPV8Γ
Epuvq.
Lemma 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, and 7.8 imply that the collection satisfies the stability condition of
Definition 6.2. It remains to prove that this collection form a stable scaled instanton, i.e.,
proving “bubbles connect” or more precisely, the matching condition of Definition 6.2. We
only prove this condition for a boundary edge/node. The case for interior edge/node can
be proved in a similar way. Let ev1ąv P EΓ be a boundary edge of the limiting graph Γ.
Then by the construction of the limit, there are two sequences of Mo¨bius transformations
φi,vpzq “ ρi,vpz ` Zi,vq, φi,v1 “ ρi,v1pz ` Zi,v1q
with Zi,v, Zi,v1 P R and ρi,v " ρi,v1 . By the translation invariance, one can assume that
Zi,v1 ” 0. Then the matching condition for the edge ev1ąv follows from the following
lemma. (Recall the notion of the diameter in Subsection 4.3.)
Lemma 7.9 (Bubble connects). There holds
lim
sÑ8 limiÑ8 diampAi;Mesρi,v1 ,e´sρi,vq “ 0.
Proof. By the inductive construction of the limiting object, there exists s0 ą 0 such that
for all sufficiently large i, there holds
EpAi;Mes0ρi,v1 ,e´s0ρi,vq ď
~
2
.
Then by Annulus Lemma II, one has
lim
sÑ8 limiÑ8EpAi;Mesρi,v1 ,e´sρi,vq “ 0.
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The lemma follows then from the diameter bound given by Lemma 4.8. 
We declare that we have finished the proof of Theorem 6.4 (the same as Theorem 1.4).
As we have addressed previously, the case of instantons over C ˆΣ (Theorem 1.5) can be
proved using a similar and more simplified method.
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